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PREFACE 
The Program Committee for the Fourteenth Lunar and Planetary 
Science Conference has chosen these contributions as having 
the greatest potential interest for the general public. The 
papers in this collection have been written for general presen-
tation, avoiding jargon and unnecessarily complex terms. More 
technical abstracts will be found in Lunar and Planetary Science 
XIV. 
For assistance during the conference, call the NASA Johnson 
Space Center News Center at (713) 483-5111. Telephone numbers 
of the first author of each contribution will be found on 
page ii. Feel free to call for more information. 
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CA-AL-RICH CHONDRULES AND INCLUSIONS IN ORDINARY 
CHONDRITES: EVIDENCE FOR A RELATED GJNESIS OF ORDINARY AND 
CARBONACEOUS CHONDRITES. A. Bischoff and K. Keil. Dept. of 
Geology and Ipstitute of Meteoritics. Univ. of New Mexico. Albuquerque. 
NM. 87131. Also Institute of Mineralogy. University of Munster. 4400 
Munster. F. R. of Germany 
Every day hundreds of tons of exterrestrial material enter the earth's 
atmosphere from space. but only about 1% arrives on the surface in pieces 
large enough for recovery and further investigation. These meteorites 
provide us with extraterrestrial material from regions in our solar system 
that otherwise has not yet been sampled. The study of meteorites has 
revealed a great wealth of information on the early history of solid 
materials in our solar system and the accretion and evolution of the 
planets. This is because many meteorites are ancient. "pristine" samples 
that are left over from the time our solar system formed. For example. 
many meteorites are about 4. 55 billion years old (the oldest terrestrial 
rocks are about 3.8 b.y. of age). 4.55 b.y. is suggested to be very 
close to the age of formation of the planets in our solar system. Of 
particular importance and excitement. in recent years. has been the 
discovery of light-colored objects in the Allende carbonaceous chondrite. a 
meteorite that fell in Mexico in 1969. These light-colored objects have 
anomalies in their oxygen isotopic compositions that did not originate by 
any known physical or chemical process in our solar system. On the 
contrary. they must be due to material that formed by nucleosynthesis in a 
different star (the anomalies are therefore referred to as "nuclear"). 
Thus. the prevailing hypothesis is that material from outside our solar 
system must have been incorporated into the Allende inclusions prior to 
or during accretion of the Allende parent body. possibly from a supernova 
explosion in the vicinity of our forming solar system. Therefore. 
meteorites appear to be the only survivors of the first stage in a 4. 55 
billion-year-evolution of our solar system "from dust to us". 
Chondrites are the most abundant stony meteorites. and represent 
rocks with compositions like that of the sun (except for volatile and 
gaseous elements). Based on chemical and mineralogical differences. 
chondrites are subdivided into carbonaceous. ordinary and enstatite 
chondrites. Well-defined. round objects. "chondrules". are the major 
components of these ordinary chondrites that did not undergo thermal 
annealing and recrystallization after agglomeration. Chondrules have 
preserved "primitive" chemical and petrographic features. Chondrites that 
contain abundant chondrules and did not recrystallize are called type 3 
ordinary chondrites. as distinguished from the more recrystallized types 4 
to 6. 
Chondrules are also present in certain types of carbonaceous 
chondrites and both chondrules and light-colored objects have provided us 
with important information about the early history of our solar system. 
Light-colored objects in carbonaceous chondrites that contain high 
contents of Ca. AI and Ti. have been studied in great detail in the recent 
years. These objects. called CAl's. contain high-temperature minerals 
such as perovskite. melilite. spinel and fassaite and represent the first 
phases that condense from a nebula of solar composition at temperatures of 
about 1500 K. For years. scientists believed that occurrence of these 
Ca-Al- rich objects were largely restricted to carbonaceous chondrites. 
This view was mainly based on the fact that Ca-Al-rich objects have until 
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recently only been observed in a very few type 3 and 4 ordinary 
chondrites. 
Based on these previous findings it was suggested that after 
condensation of Ca and AI, separation from the nebula of early refractory 
condensates (CAl's) took place. Furthermore it was proposed that 
ordinary chondrite material formed at lower temperatures than the CAl's 
and in a different environment. In this sense, ordinary and carbonaceous 
chondrites would be different rocks of different histories. 
Our co-workers and we have previously argued that carbonaceous and 
ordinary chondrites have common origins and that their constituents formed 
by related processes. This notion prompted us to investigate type 3 and 4 
ordinary chondrites in greater detail in an attempt to find indications for 
related origins of carbonaceous and ordinary chondrites. So far we have 
studied more than 25 ordinary chondrites and found to our surprise more 
than 100 Ca-Al-rich objects in them. These objects are very similar to 
those in carbonaceous chondrites in chemical and mineralogical composition. 
Furthermore, all but one chondrite studied contain Ca-Al-rich objects (the 
fact that we did not find any in one chondrite may be a sampling 
problem). Based on shape, texture and bulk composition, these objects 
can be divided into Ca-Al-rich chondrules and Ca-Al-rich 
irregularly-shaped inclusions. Similarly, Ca-Al-rich chondrules and 
inclusions have been described from the carbonaceous chondrite Allende. 
We therefore argue that the widespread occurrence and chemical similarities 
of these Ca-Al-rich objects in ordinary and carbonaceous chondrites is 
further evidence for the related origin of carbonaceous and ordinary 
chondrites and their constituents. 
A related origin of carbonaceous and ordinary chondrites is further 
confirmed by a comparison of blue spherules in the Murchison carbonaceous 
chondrite, discovered and described by a Chicago group led by L. 
Grossman, with identical inclusions we found in a type 3 ordinary 
chondrite. Both contain ---60 (and more) wt.% Al2o3 , "-' 18 wt.% MgO, -v 10 wt.% CaO, -v 4 wt.% Ti02 and relatively small amounts of SiO and consist of identical minerals, e.g., Mg-spinel, hibonite, perovskite aJd rare melilite. 
Their textures are also similar and can only be explained by crystallization 
of once molten material in space. The Chicago group points out (based on 
the bulk compositions of their Spherules), that this would require a 
temperature in excess of 1550 C , much higher than temperatures 
calculated to melt any type of Allende inclusion. 
Almost all Ca-Al-rich chondrules and inclusions we studied in type 3 
and 4 ordinary chondrites clearly show textures indicating crystallization 
from a melt. There must have been an event in the early history of our 
solar system causing temperatures to rise high enough to melt 
submillimeter-to-millimeter-sized "dustballs" consisting of high-temperature 
components (and, in many cases, with Na-K-rich low-temperature material 
added to it), in order to form the blue spherules and the Ca-Al-rich 
chondrules and inclusions in ordinary and carbonaceous chondrites. The 
widespread occurrence of Ca-Al-rich objects in ordinary and carbonaceous 
chondrites as well as their textural and chemical similarities unambiguously 
indicate that carbonaceous and ordinary chondrites share related origins. 
CAl's and chondrules are primitive objects that formed by related 
processes! 
TOWARD A LUNAR RENAISSANCE 
J. D. Burke, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA 91109 
I. Introduction 
Ten years ago last December Eugene Cernan and Harrison Schmitt 
stepped off the lunar surface. They launched the ascent stage of their 
Apollo lunar module, joined Ronald Evans in lunar orbit, and returned to 
Earth. Left behind were their lunar rover (whose television camera sent 
images of the liftoff), the lunar module's descent stage, the mission's 
deployed scientific instruments, and footprints and tracks which if 
undisturbed will exist in the Taurus-littrow Valley for millions of years. 
Thus ended the Apollo adventure. It began in national rivalry and pride, 
flourished for a few years as humanity's greatest technological expression 
of talent and faith in the future, and then, without much debate, was 
suddenly abandoned. 
In retrospect it may seem that Apollo and its unsuccessful Soviet 
lunar competitor were historic anomalies. No "normal" growth of a 
spacefaring civilization would have included manned lunar flights at such 
an early stage. Humans would logically have learned to live and work in 
Earth orbit (as they are doing now) and then in due time would have 
ventured toward the Moon. But who is to say what is normal in such 
affairs? All is unprecedented, hence unpredictable. For ten years now, we 
lunar enthusiasts have been trying to come to terms with other people's 
lack of interest in the next logical step: prolonged human inhabitation of 
the Moon. The giant rockets, that once could fling brave humans into deep 
space, are extinct. We are chained to Earth for the foreseeable future. 
But as manned operations in low Earth orbit become routine, there is reason 
to hope that this confinement will end. Already arguments are being made 
for a return to the Moon, using low Earth orbit as a way station. In this 
paper I shall accept the arguments that seem to me most persuasive. 
However, my main purpose is not to review the reasons for going. It is 
instead to address a question more amenable to analysis: if at some future 
time we did decide to go, 'having started where we are now, what would we 
need to nave done in the meantime? Certain foundations can be laid 
starting now, within the constraints of a practical program and largely 
justified in their own right based on shorter-term payoffs, that will prove 
most valuable at the dawn of a lunar renaissance. 
I I. Classes of Actions 
To clarify the discussion let us divide lunar-base precursor 
activities into four classes: technological, scientific, programmatic, and 
institutional. 
1. Technological Advances 
To support a continuous human i nhabitat.ion of the Moon there 
must obviously be safe and efficient transport from Earth to Moon and 
return, both for humans and for equipment and supplies. The Apollo-Saturn 
V space vehicle provided this by an ingenious method involving lunar-orbit 
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rendezvous, but the system did work by brute force: the huge vehicle had 
no re-usable elements, the mass finally returned to Earth was a fraction of 
one percent of the initial mass, the ocean landings needed costly naval 
support, and -of fundamental importance -everything, for hoth outbound 
and return trips, had to he provided from the surface of the Earth. In a 
future system, technological advances can remove some of these constraints. 
Re-usable transport from Earth to low Earth orbit and return is already 
demonstrated by the Shuttle. Re-usable transport from low Earth orbit to 
geostationary orbit has been much studied, and the same techniques could be 
used for delivery to lunar orbit. Aerobraking orbit control upon return to 
Earth can greatly reduce total rocket propulsion requirements. And all of 
these advances can be magnified by using extraterrestrial resources of 
energy and materials. Once it becomes possible to use solar energy and 
processed lunar or asteroidal materials throughout an Earth-Moon-Earth 
transport system, we will truly be freed from the shackles of our planet's 
powerful gravity field. 
Thus we can already see two important technological precursor 
activities: extraterrestrial materials use, and large-scale solar energy 
applications (including use for propulsion) in space. Fortunately both are 
already under investigation for a variety of future purposes; stimulating 
and broadening this research would be a good priority objective. 
Another important technological precursor is, of course, 
development of the life-support, robotics, etc. subsystems needed to 
provide safe and comfortable living on the Moon. These techniques will be 
advanced in a space-station program, and their extension to lunar 
conditions should be straightforward. However, one fundamental technique 
is relatively undeveloped: lunar agriculture. Until we learn to use solar 
energy, lunar materials, and human intelligence for the reliable production 
of food upon the Moon, any lunar encampments will remain only wards of 
Earth, absolutely dependent on re-supply from here. Again there is already 
a driving force for the needed research: intensive agriculture becomes 
more important every day as the world tries to feed its billions of people. 
2. Scientific Knowledge 
Present scientific knowledge of the Moon, while very 
incomplete, is certainly adequate for establishing a first outpost. 
However, before committing large resources to a long-term base program, it 
would be wise to do two things: (a) survey the entire Moon for usable 
resources, and (b) collect detailed topographic and environmental data on 
the Moon's polar regions, which are relatively unexplored but in many ways 
may be preferred as base locations. Both of these objectives can be 
achieved by an automated, remote-sensing lunar polar orbiter at very modest 
cost. This mission is well-justified on purely scientific grounds but is 
also very important to the choice of sites for bases. 
New scientific knowledge in other fields could also, of course, 
be important: perhaps the most obvious is the field of plant physiology, 
genetics and productivity for lunar agriculture. Long-term plant growth 
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experiments in Earth orbit with a 1/6-g centrifuge, simulating lunar 
gravity, will be important in this research. 
3. Programmatic Precursors 
Unless the Soviets just start it for their own inscrutable 
reasons, and call forth another massive U.S. response, there will be no 
sudden new outburst of lunar exploration resembling the Apollo experience. 
It is more reasonable now to expect the spacefaring nations gradually to 
realize the importance of learning to inhabit and use the Moon and 
gradually to place their competitive markers there. Although no Soviet 
lunar mission has been launched since 1976, the whole history of their 
space program (and of the writings and utterances surrounding it) suggests 
that human occupation of the Moon remains a long-term USSR objective. 
Thus, in time, a programmatic environment may come to exist in which 
American lunar exploration again becomes a national priority goal. What 
could stimulate progress toward that happy state? One step would be for 
any nation or group to carry out the automated orbital lunar resource 
exploration mentioned earlier. This could happen any time in the next 
decade; all of the needed technology is in hand and the mission awaits only 
the decision to do it. Another, more ambitious step would be to work 
toward a real diversion of Soviet high-technology resources from weapons 
toward space exploration, by means of leading u.s. initiatives that the 
Russians would be obliged to follow. One such American initiative would be 
a serious effort to survey, develop and utilize extraterrestrial resources: 
sunlight, lunar soils, and the minerals and metals of asteroids. 
4. The Institutional Setting 
None of the above steps can happen without the human resolve to 
take them, with enough priority to enable them to compete with other 
worthwhile activities. The key element here is leadership. It is 
essential to provide encouragement, training, and a communications focus 
for the leaders of the future: young people who are already eager to work 
toward a lunar future for humanity and who have the ability to rise, as 
they mature, into positions of authority whence they can make it happen. 
Perhaps the most important of all our precursor activities is this one: 
building institutions that cultivate, stimulate, and help to release the 
creative human energies that can lead the world a little way away from its 
dark history of repression, strife and hunger, toward that bright future we 
so briefly glimpsed with Apollo: toward a lunar renaissance. 
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TIDAL EFFECTS ON SATURN RING PARTICLES: IMPLICATIONS FOR RING EVOLUTION 
or, in laymen's words, 
"What Does a Saturn Ring Particle Look Like and How Does It Behave?" 
by 
Clark R. Chapman, Donald R. Davis, Stuart J. Weidenschilling, Richard Greenberg 
Planetary Science Institute, 2030 E. Speedway, Suite 201, Tucson, Arizona 85719 
Saturn's rings are one of the best known examples of the splendors of the 
universe; indeed a well known scientist once said that to the man on the street, 
the solar system consists of Mars, Halley's Comet and Saturn's rings. Our 
changing perception of the ring system, from Galileo's set of "ears" about the 
planet to the fantastic dynamical structure revealed by the Voyager spacecraft, 
has stimulated a continuing quest for a deeper understanding of the nature of 
Saturn's ring system. The Voyager spacecraft also revealed unexpected features 
in the rings such as spokes and braided ringlets, which come and go, thus 
lending an ever changing aspect to the ring system. Recognition that the rings 
must be composed of a myriad of small bodies moving in independent orbits 
combined with recent ground-based and spacecraft observations has produced a 
widely accepted picture of the ring particle structure, namely that they consist 
of solid icy particles having a distribution of sizes, but with most of the 
mass of the rings in bodies about a few meters in size. 
Let us introduce you to a "DEB", a radically new model for a ring particle. 
Our recent studies of the collisional processes in a ring system have forced 
us to this new picture of Saturn's ring particles. Rather than being a solid 
ball of ice which gently collides and rebounds but maintains its existence 
as a discrete object for billions of years, an individual ring particle may 
be a "dynamic ephemeral body" (DEB) continually accreting and growing due to 
slow mutual collisions but simultaneously shedding mass and being disrupted 
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by tidal stresses and spontaneous leakage of regolith particles from the 
surface of the particle. 
Conventional wisdom holds that Saturn•s rings were formed and are maintained 
because they are inside Roche•s Limit, which is the distance from a planet at 
which a hypothetical fluid satellite (having no tensile or shear strength) 
would be disrupted by tidal forces. However, real bodies have finite internal 
strength and it has long been recognized that bodies up to many tens or hundreds 
of kilometers in size would be stable against tidal disruption within Roche•s 
Limit. Our numerical simulations show that a collisionally interacting system 
of icy ring particles would accrete into successive generations of ever larger 
bodies within a matter of a few days. If such newly accreted bodies developed 
the strength of ice, ~100 km might be the upper size limit before tidal stresses 
disrupted the body. No such large bodies exist in the rings. Furthermore, 
typical ring bodies a few meters in size would experience tidal stresses of 
only ~10-2 dynes/cm2 (1 dyne is about the weight of a mosquito) at least a 
million times too little to tear apart a body with the strength of ice. 
How is it then that Saturn•s rings maintain themselves as a system of 
particles with most of the mass in meter-sized particles rather than in satel-
lite sized bodiesJ Clearly, accretion must be offset by destructive processes. 
Our studies show that one such process could be the spontaneous escape of 
previously accreted material from the surfaces of ring particles. Although 
it is not widely recognized, a small (say marble-sized) particle is usually 
held onto the surface of a house-sized particle by gravity, even well inside 
Roche•s Limit. But there are places on the surface of such an object, toward 
Saturn and away from it, especially if the object is rotating, where a particle 
would spontaneously drift away from the surface, perhaps never to return. 
How, then, can we visualize the evolution of a collisionally interacting 
7 
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system of ring particles where the typical collision speed is < 1 cm/s. Such 
gentle collisions frequently lead to accretion of the colliding particle 
the collision damps the relative velocity to where it is smaller than the local 
escape speed. However, the combined particles may rotate to an orientation 
where the net force tends to pull them apart, thus disrupting the configuration. 
If the dynamic environment does not strip apart the accreting particles, 
then loose agglomerate structures would grow in the rings. Such particles would 
likely have low densities and very weak material strengths. Indeed, densities 
as low as 0.1 - 0.3 gm/cm3 are plausible for some particle shapes and agglomerate 
configurations, with a high fraction of void space. Such bodies resembling 
very loose snowballs would have practically no intrinsic, cohesive strength. 
Tidal stresses would disrupt such agglomerates at sizes much smaller than if 
they were made of solid ice (perhaps only 10- 50 meters in size). Such bodies 
would be tidally shredded before continuing low-speed collisions had time to 
tamp them into stronger, denser configurations. 
Hence, we can envision a Saturn ring particle as being transient, irregularly-
shaped, house-sized conglomerations, continually forming and growing by accretion 
of smaller conglomerations and individual centimeter-sized particles in a low 
impact velocity regime, but simultaneously leaking streams of small particles 
from its surface and being torn apart by tidal forces. Very loosely speaking, 
a Saturn ring particle might be thought of as kind of a drifting snowbank. 
Such a low density body is quite consistent with ground-based radio and radar 
observations and with Voyager data. While observational confirmation of the 
nature of individual ring particles is many years in the future, dynamical 
considerations force us to consider the ephemeral (DEB) structure of ring 
particles as the most plausible one. 
A TRANSPORTATION AND SUPPLY SYSTEM BETWEEN LOW EARTH ORBIT AND THE 
MOON WHICH UTILIZES LUNAR DERIVED PROPELLANTS 
David R. Criswell, 8121 Camino Del Sol, La Jolla, CA 92037 
It is generally thought that economically viable industries 
off Earth which are proposed to use non-terrestrial materials 
(NTM's} or specifically lunar materials will only pay off for very 
large projects such as the construction of solar power satellites, 
supporting major missions to Mars or building many-thousand persons 
habitats in space. These types of projects would require extremely 
large initial investments (lOO's B$}, many years to reach pay off, 
and the handling of large flows of materials (10-100 pounds per 
second}. Major research programs would be required to establish 
the large scale programs on Earth and in space. However, there 
may be projects which start small and allow for steady growth 
with reasonable net pay offs in short periods of time. These 
early small projects could be the "seeds" off Earth from \"lhich 
large industrial facilities could grow and provide net profit to 
the nations, organizations and individuals who invest in them. 
One possible project which can start small involves 
the production of liquid oxygen and a type of space "methane" 
from lunar resources. Solar power would be used in space and on 
the moon to manufacture these compounds. There would be estab-
lished small facilities in low Earth orbit (LEO} and on the moon 
which could produce these propellants primarily from lunar materials. 
The lunar derived propellants would be used by both material 
supply rockets operatinq between the moon and LEO and bv reusable 
rockets which take payloads from LEO to deep space. If a success-
ful · system can be brought into existence it would almost eliminate 
the need for the space transportation system (STS} to carry 
propellants and expendible rockets to LEO from Earth and thereby 
increase the useful cargo capacity of the STS by about a factor of 
1.5 -2. Thus, the STS could carry more paying payload to space 
and "seed" facilities for growing industries would be started 
off Earth. 
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Between now and 1994 the STS is projected to carry approximately 
7,000 tons of cargo to space over the course of about 300 missions. 
This corresponds to sending mass to LEO at the rate of 0.04 pounds 
per second. Approximately 150 tons per year of the mass will be 
satellites to be sent on out to geosynchronous orbit or to deep 
space. This means an additional 150 tons per year of propellants 
(primarily liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen} and expendable 
rockets will also be shipped up to LEO to convey the payloads on 
outward. The cost of shipping up the propellant would be the 
order of 300 million dollars per year. Facilities in LEO and on 
the moon which c ould provide sufficient propellant (approximately 
0.01 to 0.02 pounds per second} at near 300 M$ per year total 
costs (including development, installation and operation} could 
be cost effective in providing an extension of the STS usefulness 
and establishing a small and "growable" materials industry off 
the Earth. 
10 
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The proposed liquid propellants to be produced primarily on 
the moon from lunar materials would be liquid oxygen and silanes. 
Silanes are similar to low molecular weight hydrocarbons such as 
methane, ethane or propane. However, in the silanes the carbon 
atoms are replaced by atoms of silicon. For example, methane is 
composed of one carbon atom and four hydrogen atoms (CH4). The 
lowest molecular weight silane would be SiH4. In the silane/Lox 
rocket the Lox would combine with the silane and burn to produce 
Si02 (a very pure sand) and water (H20) . If the silane/Lox 
rocket were run oxygen rich then hot oxygen (02) would also be 
produced. A hydrogen/Lox engine, the type used in the space 
shuttle, runs hydrogen rich (six parts of oxygen to one part of 
hydrogen rather than eight parts of oxygen) and produces water 
and hydrogen gas (H2) as the primary molecules of combustion. 
Compounds of silanes have been used in solid rockets. However, 
to the best of our knowledge a liquid rocket system using silanes 
has not been tested. Theoretical calculations indicate that such 
a rocket might have a performance similar to a Lox/kerosine 
rocket. One measure of the performance of a rocket is the specific 
impulse of the propellant when it is burned. This is the ratio 
of the pounds of thrust produced for every pound per second of 
propellant that is burned (pounds/(pounds per second)) and has the 
units of "seconds". The specific impulse is increased by letting 
the burned gases expand as much as possible against the engine 
bell of the rocket (expansion ratio) . Larger expansion ratios 
are possible the higher the pressure of the burning gases inside 
the combustion chamber (combustion chamber pressure). For 
Lox/kerosine rockets in space specific impulses the order of 300 
to 350 seconds are possible. That is a rocket with 6,000 pounds 
of thrust will burn about 20 pounds per second of propellant. 
Lox/hydrogen engines in free space can produce about 470 seconds 
specific impulse. However, the liquid hydrogen is very low 
density (4.4 pounds per cubic foot) compared to Lox (71 pounds 
per cubic foot) or similar values for silanes (about 40) . This 
means the weight or mass of the fuel tank to hold kerosine or 
silanes can be much less than for liquid hydrogen. One major 
objective in designing rockets is to make the ratio of the full 
weight of the rocket (rocket, payload and propellants or "m ") to the 
empty weight (rocket,payload- mf) as large as possible. Thgs, it 
is important to minimize the weight of the propellant tanks. 
For the rocket to go through a given total change in velocity (dV) 
(which includes going up against gravity} then the equatio~ 
which counts is m /mf = exp(dV/isp*G) where isp = specific 
impulse and G = 32°feet per second squared (acceleration of grav-
ity at the surface of Earth). Thus, it is important to minimize 
mf and dV and keep "isp" as large as possible. In a practical 
sense the above equation means that the least mass possible should 
be sent through the smallest possible changes in velocity or up 
through a gravitational well (up against the pull of gravity). 
Remember, during the Apollo program only the lunar excursion 
module went from lunar orbit to the surface of the moon. The 
command module stayed in lunar orbit to save the large penalties 
of the extra we ight going down and back up from lunar orbit to the 
moon. 
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The key to making lunar materials useful in LEO is to produce 
as much propellant on the moon and from lunar materials in LEO with 
the least amount of additive from Earth as possible. With Lox/ 
silane rockets the silicon and oxygen molecules can be provided 
from the common soils of the moon. It will be necessary to bring 
the hydrogen from Earth. Assuming the rockets burns SiH4 and 
runs oxygen rich (twice as much oxygen as necessary for completely 
burning the silanes) then Earth hydrogen would compose one part 
in 31 of the propellants. In addition to the hydrogen from Earth 
we also assume that some fluids must be brought to LEO and the 
moon to operate chemical processing equipment which can refine 
Lox and silanes from the common lunar dusts. Dr. Robert Waldron 
of the Rockwell corporation and previously with the Lunar and 
Planetary Institute has proposed one general scheme based on known 
processes in inorganic chemistry and industry to do this type of 
refining. The system is based on dissolving lunar soil in hydrogen 
fluoride and then using electrolysis to remove the silicon and 
oxygen. The Space Studies Institute of Princeton, NJ has provided 
funding to study specific steps in the refining process. These 
studies indicate the process will work and can very carefully 
reuse the fluorine supplied from Earth many times. It appears 
that one unit of fluorine can process several hundred, possibly 
thousand, units of lunar soil before requiring replacement from 
Earth. These same studies indicate that refining machinery on 
the moon or in LEO would process about one part in 30 of their 
~wn mass per hour of input materials. This ratio, which is 
dominated by the mass of solar cells for the electric power supply, 
can be used to estimate the total mass of processing plants 
necessary on the moon and in space to support a given level of 
traffic between LEO and geosynchronous orbit or beyond. 
Figure 1 illustrates how the system might be operated so as 
to minimize the amount of material (hydrogen, fluorine, equipment 
and rockets) which go up and down through : the gravity fields of 
the Earth and moon. In this way the most useful propellant 
materials are delivered to LEO and the mass of machinery on the 
moon and in LEO is minimized. The system consists of two lunar 
landers, two small circularization rockets, processing plants 
on the moon (#13) and in LEO (#12} and components made of lunar 
materials (payload}. Follow the numbers in figure 1. The empty 
lunar lander (a} swings around the Earth and is going toward the 
moon(#l). Lander has silane/Lox engines (total of about 10,000 
pounds thrust} and guidance-navigation-control (GNC} equipment. 
It is a very light weight structure and stays in space. Near the 
time of #1 a very small circularization rocket carrying hydrogen, 
make-up fluids for the processing and small pieces of equipment 
leaves LEO (#2} and head towards rendezvous (#3) with the lander 
(a). At rendezvous (#3} the small rockets hands over the chemicals 
and equipment to the lander and the small rockets swings on around 
the moon (#6} and heads toward rendezvous at #8. Meanwhile the 
lander (a) lands on the moon, delivers its small- payload to the 
processing plant (#13} and begins to receive its payload and 
propellants to take-off again. 
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On : the moon the lunar processing plant produces Lox and 
silanes just adequate to lift the lander and payload off the moon, 
fuel the small circularization rocket at rendezvous #8 and let the 
lander come back and land on the moon (#5) with supplies. In order 
to minimize carrying useless mass the processing plant also makes 
pure Si02 from lunar soil and then makes this silica into a cargo 
payload which can serve as a heat shield, the propellant tanks 
for the Lox/silane, and contain extra Si02 or other materials needed 
back in LEO. Producing these glass and ceramic parts will require 
solar thermal energy supplied by mirrors and application of advanced 
engineering techniques on a small scale. 
A second lander (b) has been prepared to take-off while lander 
(a) is approaching the moon. As the small circularization rocket 
rounds the moon lander (b) lifts off and precedes to rendezvous 
#8 on route toward Earth. At #8 the payload is handed from (b) 
to the circularization rocket and (b) continues on toward a swingby 
of the Earth (#1) and the cycle of lander operation repeats. The 
circularization rocket and payload precedes toward Earth (#9) and 
passes through the upper regions of the atmosphere of Earth (#10). 
The small rocket and its payload is slowed down from about 25,000 
miles per hour to 18,000 miles per hour (orbital velocity) and 
then swings up to an altitude near 300 miles above Earth. At this 
altitude or higher space stations or other facilities can orbit 
for long periods of time with minimal atmospheric drag. At #11 
the small rocket uses silanes/Lox from the lunar payload to 
perform an apogee burn and go into stable orbit about Earth. 
The circularization rocket then performs phasing maneuver s and 
rendezvous and then docks with the LEO facility (#12). At #12 
the heat shield, tankage and excess Si02 is processed into 
propellant to be used to return the circularization rocket toward 
the moon (#2). The excess Lox/silane is used in rockets operating 
from (#12) or other LEO facilities to place payloads in geosyn-
chronous orbits or send- them into deep space or the moon. 
Mathematical models of this somewhat intricate scheme reveal 
that for every pound of material lifted into LEO from Earth 
(primarily hydrogen but also fluorine and equipment) that 2.8 
pounds of payload could be delivered to geosynchronous orbit by 
a reusable rocket operating out of LEO. This assumes the lander 
has an empty mass of 10% of the payload, propellant and lander 
on the moon; the circularization rocket has 5% the mass of the 
payload (at #8); isp = 320 seconds. This system would deliver 
about 10 pounds of lunar materials to LEO for every pound of 
material brought to LEO from Earth. 
Assuming that 150 tons of traffic is sent from LEO to GEO 
each year then the processing bases on the moon and in LEO would 
have an Earth weight of approximately 7 tons and 1 ton respectively. 
The lunar base processes more soil than the LEO facility. Assuming 
the various estimates are generally correct the entire system could 
be deployed in one mission of the space shuttle to LEO. The landers 
could be used to place the processing plant on the moon. 
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There is no guarantee tha~ this system will work. It must 
be shown that Lox/silane rockets will operate smoothly. There is 
no doubt that the combination will combust. However, the products 
are not gases long after combustion. This may cause problems in 
the design and especially long-term operation in space of the 
landers and circularization rockets. Many new types of operations 
on the moon and in space would be required. Chemical processing 
of corrosive compounds, production of glass and ceramic parts, the 
assembly and checkout and hand off of complex mechanical systems 
on the moon and in space and other challanges such as use of 
robots would have to be mastered. Many new skills would be required. 
On the other hand the proposed system is relatively small and 
might greatly leverage the efficiency of the STS. It would be 
simple to increase the freight capacity from the moon to LEO 
of both Si02 and other useful elements such as iron, aluminum, 
magnesium and other common lunar elements. These could be used 
in LEO to support a rapidly growing permanent presence in space. 
A new path to space industrialization might be created which is 
not dependent on the lift capacity of the shuttle fleet but on the 
imagination and skills of a wide range of technical people both 
inside and outside the present aerospace community. 
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THE ASTEROID (4) VESTA: ROTATIONAL SPECTRAL VARIATIONS, SURFACE 
MATERIAL HETEROGENEITY, AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THE ORIGIN OF THE BASALTIC 
ACHONDRITES. Michael J. Gaffey, Planetary Geosciences, Hawaii Institute of 
Geophysics, University of Hawaii, 2525 Correa Road, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 
Vesta is the third largest asteroid in the Solar System, and its surface 
composition appears to be unique. In the late 1960's telescopic observations 
showed that this minor planet had a spectral reflectance curve with strong 
absorption features indicating the presence of pyroxene, an iron-magnesium 
silicate [1). Of more significance in understanding the history of the solar 
system, Vesta's spectral curve was virtually identical to the laboratory 
spectral curves measured for the basaltic achondrite meteorites. 
The meteorites which fall to earth provide important clues to the origin 
and evolution of the early solar system. Most of them have survived essentially 
unchanged from the earliest moments of the formation of the planets. Some 
certainly were formed before the planets themselves accreted from the cloud of 
dust and gas that was the solar nebula. The pristine nature and great antiquity 
of these meteorites allow investigators to probe the conditions (e.g. 
temperature and pressure) and composition of the nebula for a portion of solar 
system history which is erased on the larger planets. The oldest rocks on the 
earth were formed more than a thousand million years after the Earth itself 
formed, those on the Moon, a few hundred million years after formation of the 
Moon. 
In trying to understand the early history of these objects from their own 
rocks, science is in somewhat the same situation as a reader who is tackling 
War and Peace for the first time - but from a copy of the book which has had 
the first one hundred or three hundred pages removed! That reader can, by 
careful study, determine many of the situations and attitudes which lead the 
characters to their subsequent activities, but the reconstruction is still 
incomplete. 
The meteorites occupy a place in the study of the Solar System analogous 
to the first few pages in that novel. However while the time at which the 
meteorites formed can be established with a high degree of precision, the 
formation location within the condensing nebula is much more conjectural. 
Returning to our War and Peace analogy, it is as if that reader were provided a 
few extra pages from the first twenty, but was not given the page numbers. One 
of the major reasons for the study of asteroids is to determine the parent 
bodies of the various meteorites so that formation locations of those 
meteorites can be better estimated. 
Vesta is a very important object in such a parent body search. It is for 
all intents and purposes spectrally identical to the basaltic achondrite 
meteorites. Most subsequent observational work [2-11) has strengthened this 
original interpretation. Most of the controversy, such as it is, has centered 
on exactly which type of basaltic achondrite best matches Vesta. There have 
been specific suggestions that Vesta is indeed the parent body of these 
meteorites [12), but there is some dynamical difficulty in delivering fragments 
of Vesta into Earth-crossing orbits [13]. It has also been noted that the 
variety of basaltic achondrite assemblages imply that the parent body was 
sampled over a significant range of depths [14]. It has therefore been proposed 
that the basaltic achondritic parent object may have been broken up already by 
a catastrophic collision or had its crust stripped away by repeated impacts so 
that it no longer spectrally resembles these meteorites. 
Vesta is plausible as the basaltic achondrite parent body only if units of 
all the types of these meteorites are present on its surface, even if those 
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formed in the deeper layers are present only in ejecta blankets around the 
largest craters. We have attempted to test this observationally. If all types 
are present the probability that Vesta is the parent body is increased 
significantly, and a re-examination of the delivery mechanisms is needed. If 
the result is negative it could mean that either the variety of types is not 
present (and hence Vesta is not the parent body) or the types are well mixed on 
a hemispheric scale. 
The observational test involves making very precise spectral measurements 
of the body as it rotates. Since the asteroids are much too small to be 
resolved by available telescopes, we have to use the rotation of the body 
itself to show us different regions. A slightly different portion of the 
surface is seen in each subsequent observation as the rotation brings new areas 
into view and takes old areas out of sight. 
Observations to detect rotational color or spectral variations have been 
attempted for nearly two-thirds of a century [1,6,11,15-22). With the exception 
of only one group [6,11), all investigators have seen, or their data upon re-
examination, shows such variations. The color changes are small, only a few 
percent, but different investigators have seen the same changes at the same 
rotational phase. The two reported failures to detect such variations probably 
arise because of a lack of sufficient sensitivity in the instrument used. 
Our observations were carried out in December 1980 through February 1981. 
The NASA Infra-Red Telescope Facility and the University of Hawaii 2.2 meter 
telescope atop Mauna Kea on the island of Hawaii were used to make the 
measurements. Typical normalized spectra of Vesta obtained on 2/20/BlUT with 
the NASA !RTF and the Planetary Geosciences Circular Variable Filter 
Spectrometer are shown on figures 1 and 2. (These spectra are relative to the 
standard star Beta Virgo, spectral type FBV, so a slight reddish slope has been 
added to the spectra, but this has no effect on the variations observed.) The 
average spectrum for the whole night is plotted as a solid line for comparison. 
The spectra shown as points represent four different rotational aspects. 
The change in the depth of the pyroxene absorption bands near 1pm (e.g. 2C 
vs. 2D) and 2pm (e.g. 1B&C vs. 1D), in the position of the 2pm pyroxene band 
(e.g. lA vs. lD), and in the contribution of the 1.2-1.3pm plagioclase band 
(e.g. lA vs. 1B) should be quite evident. The magnitude and rotational phasing 
of these variations were repeatable between different nights over the observing 
period of nearly two months. 
Although these would appear to be only minor variations, they are the 
effect of a very significant range of different basaltic units on the surface 
of Vesta. On a hemispheric scale, Vesta exhibits a variation in mean pyroxene 
composition of about 22 mole % in iron and 5 mole % in calcium. The 
pyroxene/plagioclase abundance ratio varies from about 0.2 to 0.8. Olivine 
appears present in at least one small area. 
Using the rotational relationships and the magnitude of the variations, we 
have constructed a generalized model of the distribution, size, and type of 
units in the surface. Figure 3 is a "geological" map of the surface of Vesta 
based on this analysis. [There is an ambiguity in the rotational period of 
Vesta, either 5.3 hours or 10.6 hours. The map was drawn assuming the longer 
period, which our observations slightly favor. If the actual period is the 
shorter, the longitudinal extent of the two spots would be half that shown, but 
their general shape would be the same.) Most of the surface consists of 
relatively iron-rich pyroxene and plagioclase in subequal abundance, analogous 
to the eucrite-type basaltic achondrites. Two relatively bright equatorial 
spots are present which are composed of pyroxene with a lower iron content and 
with little plagioclase, a diogenite-type basaltic achondrite analog. The 
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smaller spot appears to have an olivine-rich central region and is drawn as if 
it were a large crater with an ejecta blanket. 
Based on our analysis, we conclude that: (a) Assemblages with the same 
major mineral chemistries and abundances as the basaltic achondrites are 
present on the surface of Vesta. (b) There is no barrier in these parameters to 
Vesta actually being the basaltic achondrite parent body. (c) The various 
models of the basaltic achondrite parent body should be directly applicable to 
Vesta and vice-versa. (d) The surface material of Vesta apparently undergoes a 
maturation process similar to that operating on the lunar surface but at a rate 
100-1000 times slower, as suggested by earlier analysis [23]. (e) Vesta must be 
nearly intact, and cannot have undergone a catastrophic collision which broke 
it up and then been reassembled as a rubble bank since the completion of the 
magmatic differentiation event. 
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THE POLITICS OF RETURNING TO THE MOON: IS 2007 A REASONABLE 
TARGET? Nathan C. Goldman, Assist. Prof. of Government, University of 
Texas, Austin, TX 78712 
The simple, but cryptic answer is that 2007 is both too conservative 
and too liberal a target for returning to the moon. Political science, 
like its subject politics, is as much art as science. It seeks the 
underlying patterns of politics and political decision making: thus, 
predictions are only good as long as the underlying patterns remain 
constant and true. 
Presently, at least three models have been used by political 
scientists to explain policy making. Incremental decision~aking is 
the oldest and is the business as usual model because it seems to 
describe so much of American politics and life. Based on American 
pluralism (interest group democracy) and governmental checks and 
balances, incrementalism posits that the compromise reflected in t~e 
present will be the starting point for future changes. Changes, moreover, 
will be hard won and small (in increments or deincrements) and politically 
bloody. Coalitions change slowly. (1) 
Incrementalism, however, does not well explain the new situations 
(or projects yet to develop solid coalitions) or major changes in old 
situations (Reagan's supply-side economics). Studying one such project--
the building of the shuttle, Paul Schulman developed the nonincremental 
model of decision making to explain this situation. He argued that 
these big projects needed a "critical mass" of support before they 
would begin. The size of these big projects usually meant that once 
begun, the project would not be changed easily. Inertia would tend 
to solidify plans early. (2) 
Approaching decision making differently, John Logsdon posited 
"crisis" decision making models which he used to explain the decision 
to go to the moon. (3) Logsdon focussed on the external factors which 
force governments to act quickly. Yet, he found that even in crises, 
decision makers could proceed boldly only if they had preliminary 
plans and consensus on its feasibility. Both conditions existed in 
1961. NASA had a ten year plan which NAS and other experts considered 
workable. Supportable plans for returning to the moon are paramount. 
As demonstrated with MX basing plans, "critical mass" of support is 
often difficult to obtain. 
Only under the incremental model can one assume or predict any 
straightline development towards moon settlements by 2007. All three 
models do require an assessment of the political forces which might 
create "critical mass" support, a winning coalition, or a "crisis" 
response. 
While outer space politics has traditionally been a politics 
in a vacuum, that vacuum is now filling up with interests and interest 
groups for space . Although it has been developing for more than a 
decade, private enterprise in space portends to be the growth industry 
of the 1980s and beyond. The conununications satellite industry already 
measures its investment in the tens of billions. Private space 
launchers, space services, and ultimately private space stations 
assure a growing segment of the working population vitally interested 
in space. This economi c network will assuredly translate into a 
political network (already in Southern California and a few other 
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localities around the nation.) 
The scientific community, especially the astronomers, remain the 
most concerned interest group. Augmented by the 120,000 members of 
Sagan's Planetary Society, the astronomy community may now actually 
have some political muscle in addition to their political standing as 
experts. Arguments of astronomers or of planetary geologists--
studying origins of planets or climatology or building radio telescopes 
unannoyed by earth interference--will not justify the mission to the moon 
politically, and might create political backlash among diverse groups 
concerned with budgets or with social programs. 
The military is another group which might support a return to 
the moon. The 1967 Outer Space Treaty, however, forbids military 
installations on the moon, so military interests in the moon would be 
secondary--the technology or a site for resources or observations. (4) 
Moreover, even this secondary military interest might generate fear 
among segments of the public and create more opposition. The connection 
between the Apollo program and the Cold War, during the anti-Vietnam/ 
detente era, contributed to NASA's hiatus in the 1970's. (5) 
Another element of any "critical mass" of support will be the 
citizen's pro-space lobby. This phenomenom is less than a decade old 
and is composed of almost one hundred diverse groups. They, however, 
remain fragmented and occasionally hostile to one another. Coordination 
among them has not been easy. Yet, the following table shows that 
this lobby, especially when aligned with the science and industry, 
could be a potent political force: 
TABLE: CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SPACE CONSTITUENCY* 
Government Employment 10,000 
Pertinent Aerospace Industries 100,000 
Trade/Professional Societies 50,000 
Citizen Space Societies 125,000 
Citizen Space-related Societies 100,000 
Citizen Science Fiction Groups 100,000 
Readership of Space-related Magazines 1-5,000,000 
*Estimates prepared for the Anderson for President's 
Campaign, 1980 
This outer space coalition did change the name of the first shuttle 
to the Enterprise (1977) and to help save the Galileo mission (1978). 
These fights were waged largely by the so-called Trekkies through letter 
writing campaigns to the President and the Congress. In 1980, a coalition 
of space groups testified before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee 
and spearheaded an effort that killed the Moon Treaty which the U.S. 
had supported in the United Nations. None of these were big money projects, 
however; and the lobby would not yet have the strength to pass a lunar 
return through the Congress. (6) 
The goal of the space community, therefore, should be to build up 
overall public support for returning to the moon. Education or information 
on the benefits of space in general and the moon in particular must be 
spread among the voting, thinking public. As Krugman has shown, the 
level of public support for NASA programs has varied depending on economic 
conditions, perceived benefits of space, and the on-going events in space . 
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In fact, one of the highest support levels ever for space, over 70%, 
was attained after the fifth shuttle flight which demonstrated the 
commercial applications of the shuttle to the public. (7) 
The bottom line on massing the support to return to the moon, thus, 
seems to be combining lunar mining, colonization, laboratory, and applica-
tions as well as the control center for a cislunar activities. Science 
wins few votes, escapism, a few more. Security can win more, if the 
moon were demonstrably important military. But, selling space, 
especially the moon, will require convincing the people that the moon 
is politically'and economically important and urgent. Cost/benefit 
studies must be prepared to determine if the moon is the right goal 
at the right time. 
Thinking about returning to the moon, at the very least, is most 
important. Building plans and support must go hand-in-hand. If one 
accepts the nonincremental mode, preparation of "critical mass" of 
support still requires slow incremental development of a viable plan 
and support. If a "crisis" arises, such as the Russians or the 
Europeans establishing a successful mining base and underselling 
earth-based ores, the U.S. would need a plan to coalesce around 
and to build a response. 
In conclusion, because no one can predict when decision makers 
will face situations requiring specific decisions, one cannot know 
whether 2007 is a realistic date. Planning, however, is reasonable 
because it is the first necessary step in the fulfillment. 
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THE SURFACE COMPOSITION OF IO: SULFUR OR SILICATE? Jonathan 
Gradie and Julianne Moses, CRSR, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853 
The vividly colored Jovian satellite Io is one of the most unusual ob-
jects in the solar system. Whereas the solid surfaces of most planetary 
objects are covered with either silicate rocks as in the case of the inner 
planets, or water ice as in the case of the outer planet satellites, the 
surface of Io is thought to be covered in part with elemental sulfur and 
sulfur compounds. Also, Io is the only known object in the solar system 
besides the Earth where volcanism is currently active and widespread. How-
ever, the volcanism on Io is thought to be fundamentally different from its 
terrestrial counterpart. Whereas terrestrial volcanoes erupt silicate 
magmas, the volcanic eruptions on Io are thought to erupt elemental sulfur 
and sulfur compounds. The heat that drives terrestrial volcanism is de-
rived from radioactive decay, but the heat for Ionian volcanism is derived 
from the tidal interaction between Jupiter and the Galilean satellites. 
The case for sulfur on Io is strong. There is widespread evidence for 
sulfur and sulfur compounds on the surface and in the surrounding space. 
The spectral reflectance or color of the satellite as a whole is similar to 
that of common elemental sulfur but unlike that of normal silicate rocks. 
A comparison between the spectral reflectance (or color) of Io and a model 
sulfur planet is illustrated in Fig. 1. The spectral reflectance of the 
Earth's moon is shown for comparison, also. The characteristic absorption 
bands of sulfur compounds such as sulfur dioxide (S02) have been identi-
fied in the ultraviolet and infrared regions of the reflectance spectrum 
and sulfur and sulfur compounds have been identified from "in situ" mea-
surements of the plasma torus surrounding Jupiter at the orbit of Io by the 
Voyager spacecraft. 
The view that sulfur is the dominant surface material and that sulfur 
plays a major role in the volcanic action of Io is not universal. There is 
still considerable speculation as to whether the calderas, volcanic flows 
and other volcanic edifices are due to sulfur alone, silicate lavas alone, 
or a mixture of both silicate and sulfur-rich lavas. 
The case for a sulfur-dominated volcanic model entails a near-surface 
zone of continually recycled, interbedded sulfur lavas and pyroclastics 
which obscure underlying older silicate rocks. A cartoon of this model is 
shown in Fig. 2a. In this surface zone, or "thiosphere," elemental sulfur 
forms a solid matrix within which sulfur dioxide flows freely. At the 
silicate-thiosphere bounda.ry are pools of molten sulfur. The eruption of 
these pools of lava onto the surface is thought to produce the color and 
morphology seen in the Voyager images. It is argued that many of the flows 
emanating from the calderas and vents m~ be pure sulfur, since their 
morphology (narrow and sinuous) and color (yellow, orange, and red) are 
consistent with the unique color-viscosity-temperature relationship of 
molten sulfur. An example of these long thin flows from Ra Patera are 
shown in Fig. 3. 
The case for non-sulfur (hence silicate) volcanism stems from the ob-
servation that sulfur alone cannot support all the topographic features 
visible on the satellite. Interbedded sulfur and silicate lavas or 
silicate lavas alone may be required to explain the kilometer-high scarps 
since sulfur alone does not have the tensile strength to support these 
large features. In this model the surface color markings m~ be those 
regions of silicate lavas that are covered by thin layers of sublimates of 
sulfur and sulfur compounds produced by the degassing of the near surface 
silicate lavas. A cartoon of this model is illustrated in Fig. 2b. 
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Normal elemental sulfur consists of a ring of eight sulfur atoms in a 
single molecule. The yellow color at room temperature is caused by a deep 
ultraviolet absorption near 0.35 microns which has a sharp absorption edge 
near 0.45 microns (see Fig. 4). At longer wavelengths sulfur is spectrally 
neutral and highly reflecting. However, the spectral reflectance of sulfur 
is dependent upon a great variety of factors, foremost of which are temper-
ature and thermal history. It is possible to use our knowledge of how the 
spectral reflectance of sulfur changes with temperature and thermal history 
to determine where, if at all, elemental sulfur occurs on the surface. 
If the temperature of a sulfur sample is lowered the sharp 0.45 micron 
absorption edge moves toward shorter wavelengths as illustrated in Fig. 4. 
At 77 K (temperature of liquid nitrogen) normal sulfur appears white to the 
eye. As the temperature increases, the absorption edge moves toward longer 
wavelengths and the color of sulfur begins to turn deep yellow (see Fig. 
4). When sulfur melts (3aa K) the sulfur rings break to form long poly-
meric sulfur chains and various sulfur allotropes, primarily S3 and 
S4. (Allotropes are simply different ways of packing sulfur atoms into a 
sulfur molecule). As the temperature increases to the boiling point, the 
combination of the movement of the 0.45 micron absorption edge toward 
longer wavelengths and the increased concentration of allotropes turn the 
col~~ ~f sulfur from yellow to orange to red. At the boiling point sulfur 
appears deep red or black to the eye. 
Thermal history has an important effect on the spectral reflectance. 
If normal sulfur is melted and then allowed to cool very slowly the poly-
meric sulfur chains and the allotropes will recombine into normal Sa and 
the sulfur will eventually regain its normal yellow color. However, if the 
molten sulfur is quickly quenched, such as happens when a thin film of 
boiling sulfur is quenched in liquid nitrogen, the sulfur retains the red 
color of the molten state and will remain that color as long as the low 
temperature is maintained. It is argued that sulfur erupted on Io would 
cool so quickly (the temperatures on Io are generally less than 140 K) that 
the color of the melt would be preserved and the change to Sa would be 
inhibited. 
Laboratory experiments of the spectral reflectance properties of 
sulfur may help resolve the issue of the form that sulfur takes on the sur-
face of Io. At Cornell University we are continuing a laboratory investi-
gation of the spectral reflectance properties of sulfur and sulfur com-
pounds under various conditions of temperature and thermal history in an 
attempt to understand the nature of the surface of Io. These data are com-
pared with groundbased and Voyager spectral reflectance observations to 
identify those regions potentially covered by sulfur, sulfur allotropes, or 
sulfur compounds. 
The low temperature change in the spectral reflectance of sulfur has 
been studied in detail in the laboratory. One result is the prediction 
that elemental sulfur on the surface of Io should undergo a small but de-
tectable color and reflectance change as regions of the surface that have 
been cooled to as low as 90 K during the night are heated by the rising run 
or when the regions that have cooled considerably during a Jovian eclipse 
are suddenly immersed in sunlight. Studies of Voyager images taken at 
various times of day on Io and during eclipse emergence do not show spec-
tral or reflectance changes expected for elemental sulfur. On the basis of 
these studies it can be argued that elemental sulfur is not common on the 
surface of Io or that elemental sulfur was not present in large enough 
amounts in the regions studied to produce an observable effect. The 
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effort now is to try to determine if there are other ways to identify 
sulfur and sulfur compounds on Io from spectral properties, particularly in 
those regions such as flows and calderas. 
As described in our abstract, 11Spectral Reflectance of Unquenched 
Sulfur, .. we are currently studying the relationship between the color of 
sulfur and its thermal history. It has been postulated that the quenching 
of a sulfur flow (erupted hot, hence colored) will produce some of the 
vivid coloration. However, quenching experiments reported in the litera-
ture involve thin films or small droplets of boiling (719 K) ultrapure 
sulfur immersed in liquid nitrogen. These experiments m~ describe what 
happens to sulfur droplets ejected from volcanic vents. The applicability 
of these experiments to large masses of sulfur is not clear for several 
reasons. First, it is not clear that the surface of large masses of molten 
sulfur will cool quickly enough to prevent the polymerized sulfur and S3 
and S4 allotropes to recombine into the normal yellow-colored Sa form. 
In fact, experiments with large masses of sulfur meet with much less 
success in preserving the red color of very hot sulfur. The baking and 
outgassing of the flow itself may appreciably alter any .. quenched .. sulfur 
that is produced. Second, in analogy to terrestrial sulfur and lava flows, 
it is not clear that liquid sulfur in most flows will be much above that of 
minimum viscosity (T = 433 K). Liquid sulfur has the peculiar property of 
reaching a minimum viscosity about 50 K above its melting point. At higher 
temperatures the viscosity greatly increases due to the formation of long 
polymerized sulfur chains. The liquid sulfur will be most mobile at 433 K 
rather than the higher temperatures. One would expect the sulfur to flow 
before heating to higher temperatures can be achieved except in areas where 
flow is impeded such as in calderas or pools. 
If sulfur is heated to just below its melting point (3aa K) and then 
allowed to cool (either slowly or rapidly) to any lower temperature, the 
spectral reflectance of the cooled sulfur is identical to that of the 
starting sample. We have found that if sulfur is heated to no higher than 
the temperature of minimum viscosity (433 K) then the color change upon 
cooling to room temperature is still reversible, that is, the color of the 
final cooled sulfur is identical to that of the starting sample even though 
the molten sulfur at 433 K is a beautiful, deep orange. If the sulfur 
sample is quenched to 77 K (liquid nitrogen) the color change is 11 frozen 
in ... However, if this cooled sample is returned to room temperature, the 
orange color rapidly disappears and the sulfur becomes yellow again. 
When sulfur is heated to temperatures much higher than 433 K, the 
color change upon heating and cooling is not completely reversible on short 
time scales. We have found that while quenching boiling sulfur m~ be 
necessary to preserve the vivid coloration of the melt, quenching is not 
necessary to preserve for some time the subtle spectral signatures of the 
S~ and S4 allotropes. These signatures appear as the subtle absorp-
tlons at 0.43 and 0.53 microns in the reflectance spectrum illustrated in 
Fig. 5. Simply allowing the melt to cool to room temperature in a normal 
manner is apparently fast enough to prevent all the S3 and S4 allo-
tropes from recombining into the normal Sa ring. With time the recombin-
ation process converts all the allotropes into the yellow sa form of sul-
fur. This recombination process can take a long time even at room tempera-
ture. In fact, spectral measurements of one sample taken four months after 
the sample was melted show that the recombination process was still in 
progress. At extremely low temperatures (< 140 K) the recombination 
process is considerably slowed. We speculate that if a sulfur melt cools 
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in the manner described for our laboratory sample then the presence of the 
spectral signatures of the S3 and S4 allotropes should still be visible 
for times approaching years or longer. 
How do these experiments relate to Io? If pure sulfur is erupted onto 
the surface of Io at the temperature of minimum viscosity and allowed to 
cool slowly (from 433 K to 140 K in, say, an hour) then the surface should 
eventually take on the color of elemental sulfur. If the sulfur is main-
taine~ at temperatures much higher than 433 K, i.e., near its boiling point 
(719 K), as might happen in calderas, ponds or extremely active vents, the 
sulfur may still retain the spectral signatures of the S3 and S4 allo-
tropes after a considerable time. 
The identification of the spectral signatures of the S3 and S4 
allotropes in the spectral reflectance of flows on Io would help us under-
stand the nature of the features and would help us determine the state of 
sulfur. Unfortunately, the Voyager spacecraft did not have the spectral 
resolution to identify the absorptions of S3 and S4. We must wait 
until high spatial and spectral resolution data are returned from future 
missions or perhaps from the Space Telescope. Even so, it m~ not be 
possible to distinguish between the sulfur only and the sulfur-silicate 
model of the surface of Io on the basis of spectral reflectance data 
alone. It is likely that sophisticated techniques involving an Io lander 
with accompanying compositional and seismic analysis m~ be required to 
answer this perplexing problem about such a bizarre place. 
Acknowledgments: Others involved in this stuqy includeS. J. Ostro, J. 
Veverka, and P. Thomas. Much of the background information in this ab-
stract is based upon the work of others. The cartoons in Fig. 2 are drawn 
from ideas by s. Kieffer. The term 11 thiosphere 11 was coined by C. Sagan. 
FIG. 1. A comparison of the wavelength 
dependence of the geometric albedo (or 
color) of Io, a model planet covered by 
elemental sulfur, and the Moon. 
FIG. 2a. A cartoon of the sulfur-
only model for the surface of Io. 
FIG. 2b. A cartoon of the sulfur-
silicate model for the surface of Io. 
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FIG. 3. Long, narrow, sinuous flows 
emanating from the shield volcano Ra 
Patera. Voyager image 0043Jl+OOO. 
FIG. 4. The changes in the spectral 
reflectance (color) of sulfur powder 
induced by changes in temperature. The 
movement of the 0.45 micron absorption 
edge with temperature causes the sulfur 
to appear white at very low temperatures 
(80 K), yellow at room temperatures 
(295 K), and deep yellow just below the 
melting point (380 K). 
FIG. 5. The lower half of the figure 
illustrates the spectral reflectance 
relative to a white BaS04 standard of 
a sample of ultrapure sulfur and the 
spectral reflectance of that same sample 
after it has been boiled and then 
allowed to cool to room temperature. 
The upper half of the figure illustrates 
the temperature dependence of the two 
absorption features at 0.42 and 0.53 
microns after the continuum has been 
removed. 
THE IMPACT CRATERING RATE IN RECENT TIME. R. A. F. Grieve, Dept. 
Geological Sciences, Brown University, Providence, RI 02912 
High quality images of ancient planetary surfaces, such as those occur-
ring on parts of the Moon, Mercury, and Mars, have highlighted impact crater-
ing as an important geologic process in the early evolution of the planetary 
bodies of the inner solar system. In contrast, the geologically dynamic 
Earth has preserved no record of its earliest history and has retained only a 
relatively small number of impact craters. As a consequence, impact crater-
ing has been generally considered to have had little importance in the Earth's 
geologic history. The recent discovery, however, of enrichments in 
meteoritic-signature elements at the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary and the 
apparently contemporaneous mass extinctions of a large percentage of the life-
forms existing 65 million years ago has led to the suggestion of a cause-
effect link between a large-scale meteorite impact and these extinctions. 
There are other extinction events recorded in Earth history and some workers 
have even speculated that the biologic evolution of Earth may have been 
sporadically modified by large impact events. Approximately 100 terrestrial 
craters with diameters larger than a kilometer have been recognized to date. 
Although small in number, these terrestrial craters have provided invaluable 
insights into understanding the geologic effects of impact cratering and how 
impact events may affect biological and climatological evolution. They also 
provide an important constraint for estimating the regularity with which 
large impact events have occurred in recent geologic time and the age of rel-
ative young surface geologic units on other planetary bodies. 
The principal data-base for using crater counts to estimate the age of 
unsampled planetary surfaces comes from the Moon. When the density or number 
of impact craters per area on various surfaces on the Moon is compared with 
the age of the surfaces determined by isotopic dating of the returned lunar 
samples, it is possible to estimate how the cratering rate or flux of impact-
ing bodies has varied with time. Basically, from an initial period of very 
high cratering at 4.6 to 4.4 billion years ago, the rate decayed rapidly with 
time, decreasing at least a hundredfold by 3.9 billion years ago. During the 
subsequent period of major volcanism which produced the lunar mare, the flux 
continued to decay but at a · slower rate and apparently levelled off to a more 
or less constant value by approximately 3.0 billion years ago. If the basic 
shape of this lunar cratering flux-time curve applies throughout the inner 
solar system, it is then possible to compare crater densities on other bodies 
with the lunar flux-time curve and, after making some adjustments for such 
differences as gravitational attraction, to estimate the age of specific sur- · 
face geologic units on planets for which samples are not presently available. 
Age estimates using this procedure are relatively reliable for ancient 
surfaces produced during the early period of rapidly declining high flux. 
They become less certain for younger surfaces, which have fewer craters and 
are much more sensitive to small changes in the flux rate. The problem is 
that even the youngest mare surfaces on the Moon register the integrated 
record of cratering over the period of approximately 3.0 billion years to the 
present. As a result, it is not clear from the lunar record of cratering 
exactly when or even if the cratering flux reached and maintained a constant 
value over the last 3.0 billion years of geologic history. It is here that 
the relatively young terrestrial craters and estimates of the terrestrial 
cratering rate make a significant contribution. 
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IMPACT CRATERING RATE 
Grieve, R. A. F. 
The terrestrial cratering rate has been estimated previously by counting 
the numbers of craters with diameters larger than 20 kilometers on the North 
American and European cratons. Cratons are the geologic cores of continents 
and it has been estimated that on the average they have served as stable, 
emergent surfaces for the acquisition of craters over at least the last 400 
million years . The original restriction to counting only craters 20 kilome-
ters or larger was based on the observation that erosion and sedimentation 
serve to relatively rapidly remove and obscure small terrestrial craters from 
recognition. The results of a survey of the degree of preservation of all 
known terrestrial craters suggested that all 20 kilometer-sized craters on 
the cr atons will still be recognizable after 400 million years. If craters 
smaller than 20 kilometers were also counted, i t was believed that this would 
lead to an underestimate of the true crater density and thus the cratering 
rate. 
The previous estimate of the terrestrial cratering rate suggests that a 
20 kilometer-sized crater is produced every few million years somewhere on 
the land surface of the Earth. Although this rate estimate has considerable 
uncertainty because of the small numbers of craters involved, it is slightly 
higher than expected from the lunar data . In contrast, it is slightly lower 
than rate estimates based on observations of the so-called Apollo bodies, 
which are the family of asteroidal-like bodies with orbits that cross those 
of the Earth. As both the terrestrial and Apollo- derived rates were higher 
than the lunar-derived rates, some workers have suggested that the cratering 
rate had not been constant over the last 3 . 0 billion years . Since t he uncer-
tainties attached to various rate estimates were relatively large and over-
lapped to some degree, this interpretation was regarded as ratherspeculative. 
Adding to the uncertainty was the fact that the terrestrial and Apollo-based 
rate estimates were different. Since it is the Apollo bodies which produce 
the terrestrial impact craters, this raised questions as to which rate esti-
mates were more correct . 
The previous procedure used to derive the terrestrial cratering rate was 
similar to that used for lunar cratering rate estimates. Namely, the density 
of craters on a given surface, in this case the North American and European 
cratons, was divided by the average age of the surfaces to give the numbers 
of craters per area per year . This procedure, however, has a major drawback. 
It ignores one of the most useful properties of the terrestrial data . In 
particular, the age of terrestrial craters is often known from isotopic dat-
ing of rocks from the craters. Given the actual ages of the craters, it is 
possible to plot the cumulative number of craters formed against time . When 
this is done for craters larger than 20 kilometers on the two cratons , the 
number of craters , as expected, increases as one goes back in time . How-
ever, there appear to be two separate populations of craters. The cumulative 
number of craters rises smoothly back to approximately 120 million years ago 
but then, although still continuing to increase with time, the number in-
creases at a slower rate than expected . For example, on the two cratons 
there are 10 known craters 20 kilometers or larger with ages younger than 250 
million years old but the rate of increase in the number of craters with time 
for the last 120 million years suggests that there should be as many as 14 or 
15 craters younger than 250 million years. The question is what happened to 
the missing craters? There are two possible explanations. They may never 
have been formed because there has been change in the terrestrial cratering 
rate with time, or alternatively, the rate may not have changed and the 
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apparent deficiency of older craters is the result of the more rapid removal 
of craters by erosion than previously estimated. 
To decide which of these alternative explanations is the most likely, 
the state of preservation of craters 20 kilometers or larger on the two era-. 
tons has been evaluated. This approach differs from previous considerations 
of crater preservation which considered the total population of known ter-
restrial craters irrespective of their location on Earth. When restricted to 
the two cratons, parts of which lie in high northern latitudes and have been 
subjected to glaciation, it is apparent that the topography of a 20kilometer-
sized crater in these areas may be completely removed by erosion in a time 
period as short as 100 to 300 million years. This is, however, a worst case 
and it does not imply that all 20 kilometer-sized terrestrial craters on the 
two cratons will be unrecognizable after 100 to 300 million years. In addi-
tion, terrestrial impact craters which have been essentially planed flat by 
erosion can still be recognized, not so much as circular topographic features 
but as circular patterns of geologically anomalous rocks uplifted from some 
depth below the original ground surface. When the amount of uplift is also 
taken into account, it is possible that a 20 kilometer crater on the cratons, 
although no longer a topographic feature, may still be recognizable as a cir-
cular geologic pattern for 200 to 600 million years. 
On the basis of these observations it appears highly unlikely that any 
20 kilometer-sized craters with ages less than 120 million years have been 
rendered unrecognizable. The same, however, cannot be said with certainty 
for the older group, which has ages ranging from 180 to 360 million years. 
Thus it is concluded that the apparent deficit of older craters may well re-
flect incomplete preservation, although a change in the actual cratering rate 
cannot be completely ruled out. 
If some older craters may have been removed by erosion, then only the 
group of craters with ages less than 120 million years should be used to cal-
culate a recent cratering rate. With the restriction to only the younger 
craters, the estimated terrestrial cratering rate is approximately 50 percent 
higher than the previous estimate, which considered all 20 kilometer-sized 
craters regardless of age. This new estimate is now almost identical to that 
derived from observations on Apollo bodies. In addition, when extrapolated 
back in time the new rate estimate gives a better fit to the crater densities 
associated with relatively young, large lunar craters, such as Tycho and 
Copernicus, which have ages of 100 and 800 million years, respectively. Pre-
viously, the Tycho and Copernicus results were considered to be anomalously 
high given a constant lunar rate since 3.0 billion years ago. In otherwords, 
there now appears to be a convergence of estimates of the recent cratering 
rate and a much stronger case can be made for fluctuations in the cratering 
rate in the inner solar system over the last 3.0 billion years. The full ex-
tent and implications of these fluctuations remains an open question. 
Isotopically-determined ages for a number of young, lightly cratered surfaces 
on other planetary bodies would go a long way toward evaluating the extent o f 
the fluctuations. Since this would require additional planetary missions in-
volving the physical return of samples, however, the question is likely to 
remain open for the forseeable future. 
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THREE MARS YEARS OF SURFACE CONTRAST CHANGES SEEN AT THE MUTCH 
MEMORIAL STATION (VIKING LANDER 1). E. A. Guinness and R. E. Arvidson, 
Dept. of Earth and Planetary Sci., Washington Univ., St. Louis, Missouri 
63130. 
Viking Lander 1 touched down on Mars on July 20, 1976 and Land~r 2 
touched down on September 5, 1976. Lander 2 was turned off in April, 1q~n 
because of a battery failure. However, Lander 1, since renamed the Mutch 
Memorial Station after Dr. Thomas A. Mutch, was commanded to an automated 
state in March 1979. The station operates on a 37 sol cycle (a sol is one 
Martian day and sols are numbered from the day of landing for each Viking 
Lander), with scheduled radio transmissions to Earth every 8, ~. 7, 7, ~nd 
7 sols. At about midday on these sols the high-gain antenna tracks the 
Earth and waits for a command from the Deep Space Networ~. With the 
appropriate command, data are then transmitted to Earth, consisting of 
engineering data, an image of the surface or sky, and atmospheric 
temperature, pressure and wind velocity measurements. Observations hav~ 
now been acquired for over three Martian years (a Martian year is 66q 
sols), providing data obtained over a time interval that is long enough to 
begin to understand the relationship between Martian weather systems, 
seasons, and the efficacy of redistribution of surface materials by winds. 
In this paper we report observations of soil deposition and erosion during 
the third Mars year of the mission. These wind-induced depositional and 
erosional events combined with Lander meteorology data provide our first 
in-situ observations of the dynamical interaction of the atmosphere and 
surface of Mars. 
Imaging observations during the first two Mars years of the mission 
have been reported in detail elsewhere. It is useful, however, to 
summarize the changes that have occurred during the first two years. The 
first changes that were detected in the scene were a sm~ll slump of soil 
(about 20 centimeters long) and an increase in the contrast of a drift 
located about 15m from the Lander. These changes occurred around Sol 100 
and the latter event was probably due to wind erosion of a thin l~yer of 
bright dust. Two global dust storms that peaked on Sols 210-222 and 
312-314, respectively, were major events of the first year. In addition 
to the global storms, a local storm passed over the site on Sol 421. The 
surface surrounding the landing site was discernably brighter and redder 
after the storms had cleared because of deposition of a fine layer, 
probably micrometers in thickness, of dust. The site also appeared to be 
mantled with bright material in Viking Orbiter frames acquired after the 
dust storms. 
The presence of the dust was best indicated by comparing images 
acquired about a year apart so that lighting differences were small. 
These images are called repro images. Repro images have now been obtained 
over the second and third years. They provide the most important data for 
interpreting surface contrast changes. The opacity of the atmosphere over 
the Lander and thus dust storm activity was tracked closely during the 
early portion of the mission by directly imaging the sun. The last 
opacity measurement, however, was acquired just before beginning of the 
automatic mission on Sol 921. The last Viking Orbiter image over the 
landing site was acquired on Sol 810. Thus, little exists in the way of 
imaging data that would allow direct indications of dust storm activity 
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during the second and third years. However, brightness and contrast 
changes seen in the repro image sets rlo provide an indirect estimate of 
meteorological conditions. For example, a brightness increase might 
result from dust storm fall out, while a contrast increase probably 
results from erosion of the dust cover. 
Two repro sets cover regions that were disturbed by sampler 
activities after the two global dust storms of the first year. These 
disturbed areas are evident as dark regions in the frames acquirerl at the 
end of the first year. By the end of the second year, however, these dark 
disturbed regions had lost most of their contrast relative to surrounding 
brighter regions. This observation suggests the addition of a thin, 
bright dust layer, perhaps via dust storm fallout. It is interesting to 
note that based on a decrease in diurnal pressure variations, the seconrl 
winter might have been subject to a global dust storm, but one of lower 
intensity as compared to those that occurred during t~e first year. The 
visual impression gained by comparing frames acquired at the enrl of the 
second and third years is that the contrast harl returnP.d and the scene had 
become darker sometime during the thir~ winter. In addition, high 
resolution images reveal that several patches of dark soil appeared in a 
field of drifts loacted about 20 meters east of the Lander. 
The contrast changes seen in the three years of repro images suggest 
that: (a) the first year was dominated by deposition of a thin, bright 
dust layer, (b) the second year included some dust deposition, but more 
importantly, much of the contrast returned to the scene and (c) during the 
third year the scene became darker and the contrast increased again. If 
these observations are interpreted as deposition and removal of a thin 
layer of dust, then erosion dominated the second and third years. There 
is no indication in the data for a global dust storm activity and 
accompanying dust deposits. Thus, the third year may have escapP.d the 
global dust storms associated with dust deposition that certainly occurre~ 
during the first year and that may have occurred during the second yP.ar. 
Another way of detecting wind erosion at the site is to monitor five 
conical piles of fine-grained soil. The piles were constructed by the 
surface sampler between Sols 296 to 639. During construction, fine 
material dropped from the surface sampler formed dark-appP.aring deposits 
around and downwind of the piles, but the bulk of the materials formed 
cones about Scm tall and 10cm wide. These piles, with slopes at angle of 
repose, have been monitored during the mission to detect changes due to 
slumping or wind erosion. The first conical pile w~s constructed before 
the second dust storm of the first year in a rock-free area. Pile 1, 
which was emplaced on Sol 296, did not appear to have diminished in size 
or changed in shape in pictures taken 505 sols later on Sol q21 when the 
last high resolution picture of it was taken. Thus, pile 1 survived the 
second global rlust storm of the first year and a local storm that peaked 
on Sol 423. 
Conical piles 2 and 3 were constructed on a rock and among rocks by 
the sampler on Sol 324, and pile 5 was constructed nearby on Sol 61q, The 
shape and form of these three piles appeared to be unchanged on Sol q21 as 
well as nearly a Mars year later on Sol 1543 and on Sol 1601. A low 
resolution image acquired on Sol 2068 and a high resolution image taken on 
Sol 2209, however, show that piles 2, 3, and 5 has been almost entirely 
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removed. Conical pile 4 was constructed on Sol 344 next to a rock and 
partly covered the rock. The relief and form of pile 4 ~ppeared unchanged 
in pictures taken just before the second winter on Sol 921. The next 
picture of the pile, taken on Sol 1765, about 1421 sols after its 
construction, shows that its relief had been reduced and it~ form altereo 
during the third winter season. If it is assumed that piles ?., 3, and 5 
would have changed during the same event as pile 4, then it can be 
inferred that the change occurred sometime between Sol 1601 and Sol 17n5. 
The change is significant because if it is due to wind erosion it woqld be 
the first event seen at the site where centimeters rather than micrometers 
of material were involved. Wind erosion of the piles during the t~ird 
winter is also consistent with contrast changes seen in the repro im~ges, 
which indicate removal of much of the bright dust layer during t~e thiro 
winter. 
Threshold drag or fri~tion velocities needed to erode 4 to 5 mm 
diameter particles at the landing site probably range from 3 to 5 m/sec as 
compared to about 1m/sec for Earth (H.J. Moore, pers. comm.). 
Unfortunately, a f~ilure of the wind sensor precludes any direct 
measurement of the wind speed. Some indication of dust storm activity 
during the time period that the piles probably were eroded can be inferred 
from a sequence of three frames covering the region near the 2m wide 
boulder called Big Joe. The frames were acquired during the third winter. 
The first and third frames, ~cquired on Sols 1705 and 1~90, resp~ctively 
are brighter than the middle frame. The dark appearance of the middle 
frame, ~cquired on Sol 1742, may be because of a transient increas~ in 
atmospheric opacity, perhaps associated with local dust storm activity. 
If it is assumed that the time period with increased atmospheric opcity 
was when the erosional events occurred, then the erosion took place 
between Sols 1705 and 1765. Meteorology data for the third winter 
suggests that the between Sols 1720 and 1780, there were strong weather 
systems passing over the landing site. Otherwise, the meteorology data 
indicate quiet conditions between Sols 1000 and 2000. Thus, the 
meteorology data are consistent with the timing derived from imaging data. 
Finally, a scheduled transmission of data from the Mutch Memorial 
Station on Sol 2252 was not recieved. The problem appears to have been 
caused by writing over some antenna tracking data on a previous link with 
the Lander. At present, JPL engineers are optimistic about being able t 
correct the problem. The last two images recieved from the Lander, which 
were acquired during the fall season of the fourth year, appear relativ~ly 
dark suggesting the occurrence of yet another storm of some sort. 
This research has been conducted as a consortium effort in 
association with H.J. Moore, U.S.G.S., Menlo Park, Calif.; J. Tillman, 
Univ. of Washington, Seattle, Wash.; and S.D. Wall, ,JPL, Pasadena, 
Calif. 
ON THE ORIGIN OF PLANETARY RINGS. A. W. Harris, Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, Pasadena, CA 91109. 
The rings of Saturn have been regarded as a remnant of the formation of 
the satellite system, and of the planet itself, practically since their dis-
covery. The development of the concept of planetary formation from a flat-
tened disk of gas and/or dust orbiting about the sun (e.g., Laplace's nebular 
hypothesis) closely parallels the observational and theoretical advances in 
our understanding of the nature of Saturn's rings. In 1847, E. Roche offered 
an alternative hypothesis of ring origin: that they may be the result of the 
tidal disruption of a former inner satellite. By examining these two hypothe-
ses, and the conditions required by either to produce rings as we see them to-
day, we can hope to constrain the mode of formation of the planets themselves. 
At the present time, two scenarios of giant planet formation are most 
popular. According to the "giant gaseous protoplanet" hypothesis (e.g., 
Cameron, 1978), the giant planets formed rapidly (~ 10-100 years) by gravita-
tional collapse of the solar nebula. Such rapid collapse, analogous in most 
respects to the collapse of interstellar clouds to form stars, was followed 
by an extended period of cooling (~ 105_6 years), during which time solids 
condensed sequentially from the residual orbiting disk (analogous to the 
protoplanetary disk). These solids aggregated through mutual collisions to 
form satellites, except for the innermost part of the disk where accumulation 
was prevented by tidal forces from the planet. 
According to the other hypothesis of planet formation, the giant planets 
grew rather slowly (~ 105-106 years) from a much less massive solar nebula 
(e.g., Safronov, 1969). The gas in such a nebula would be stable against gra-
vitational collapse, hence gas accumulation could only occur about massive 
solid cores (about earth-sized) which would require considerable time to con-
dense and aggregate from the solid phase. Once such cores came into exis-
tence, the accumulation of the gas would proceed somewhat more rapidly, but 
still slow by comparison with the former scenario of formation. These are 
the two scenarios which I propose to test and/or constrain by the require-
ments for ring formation and survival. 
An opaque ring, such as Saturn's, could not have been continuously 
present during the slow growth process of the latter scenario. If such a 
ring were momentarily present, the drag from infalling matter would sweep it 
rapidly into the planet. If it were replenished from exterior ring material 
rapidly enough to sustain an opaque disk near the planet, then such a ring 
would constitute the primary source of mass accumulation by the planet, with 
the result that the growing planet would be grossly overspun by the infall 
of orbiting matter. On the other hand, since the timescale of planet growth 
(105-106 years) is so much longer than that of accumulation of a particulate 
disk into satellites near the planet (~ 102 years), it is to be expected that 
solids trapped by whatever means into circumplanetary orbit would settle 
momentarily into a disk but then coagulate into satellites before the disk 
could be swept into the planet. Satellite embryos so formed would still be 
swept inward by the continued growth of the planet, but at a much slower 
rate. If one were to "switch on" accumulation of the outer planets, the 
present satellite systems would be swept into their primaries in the course 
of ~ 1-10% of continued growth of the planets. The fraction of the mass gain 
resulting from satellite infall would be only < 1% of the total, hence over-
spinning of the planets would not occur. Thus the scenario of satellite/ring 
formation which emerges as most compatible with the slow-growth hypothesis of 
planet formation is one in which satellite embryos are continually produced 
by capture, collisional trapping, or whatever means, and then evolve inward 
as the planet grows. The present satellite systems are those which did not 
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complete the process of infall by the time planet growth ceased. This con-
tinual inward migration of satellites provides just the conditions required 
by the Roche hypothesis of ring formation. However, since the flux of in-
falling matter would sweep a ring into the planet much more rapidly than a 
satellite, the actual disruption of the satellite (ring parent-body) must 
have been delayed until after the growth process had abated. Tidal disrup-
tion, as proposed by Roche, does not offer the chance of such a time delay. 
Another possibility is that the satellite was able to resist tidal disruption 
by its own internal strength (noted by Sir Harold Jeffreys in 1947), but 
later was disrupted by a large meteoritic collision. The heavily cratered 
surfaces of many of the Jovian and Saturnian satellites is strong evidence 
that a sufficient number of such collisions occurred to disrupt a small 
close-in satellite of either planet. 
The "giant gaseous protoplanet" theory of planet formation appears to 
offer more favorable conditions for preserving a ring as a primitive rem-
nant. Since essentially the entire mass of the planet is acquired in the 
initial collapse, the protosatellite disk is not subject to further infall 
of matter and is thus not swept into the planet. However, the time delay of 
- 105 years required for the planet to cool sufficiently to allow solids to 
condense from the ring presents some difficulties. In particular, gas drag 
may remove the solid component from the ring as fast as it condenses, or the 
effects of turbulence in the gas disk may cause it to dissipate before con-
densation can occur so close to the planet. One way out of these difficul-
ties is to postulate that condensation occurred somewhat farther out in the 
disk, resulting in the accumulation of satellites which were more resistant 
to gas drag. If the gas phase was eventually dissipated by turbulent spread-
ing, it would carry some of the satellites inward with it, thus possibly 
resulting in a satellite left inside the Roche Limit where it could be dis-
rupted by a later collision, as in the previous scenario. 
An important constraint on these hypotheses is the distribution of 
particle sizes in the rings. The Voyager data on Saturn's rings indicate 
that most particles are in the cm-m size range. However, a few clear gaps 
and narrow ringlets indicate that there probably are a few large (1-10 km) 
particles within the rings, especially the F ring. The existence of large 
particles within a ring formed by condensation is difficult to explain, since 
condensation processes should yield particles of similar size. On the other 
hand, a ring formed by collisional breakup should initially yield a large 
range of particle sizes. Simple dimensional arguments suggest that the 
initial fragments of such a breakup should grind each other down to small 
(< 1 m) size in only - 105 years, although more detailed modeling is needed 
t; verify this. However, if a fragment is large enough(~ 10 km), it will 
exert a repulsive torque on nearby ring particles, thus clearing a gap in the 
ring (e.g., Goldreich and Tremaine, 1982). Having done so, it will no longer 
experience erosion by other ring particles, but will still be subject to the 
meteoritic flux from interplanetary space. I suggest that the Uranian and 
Saturnian ring systems may be different outcomes of the collisional disrup-
tion of satellites within the Roche Limit. In the case of Uranus, the largest 
fragments have cleared gaps, confining the smaller ring particles into narrow 
rings. Once confined, mutual collisions have reduced those particles to much 
smaller sizes. In the case of Saturn, I suggest that either very few frag-
ments of the initial breakup were large enough to clear gaps, or that sub-
sequent meteoritic bombardment has reduced all but a few of the particles to 
sizes where they cannot open gaps, hence the particles are for the most part 
in broad, collisionally interacting rings, where erosion has subsequently 
reduced the particles to meter-size and smaller. 
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There is a large gap in our understanding of the eventswhich 
led to the origin of life. The events on the early earth from 
4.5 x 10 9 years to 4 x 109 years ago are still a mystery, as we 
have no rocks from this time by which to reconstruct the early 
environment in which life originated and evolved. The carbona-
ceous chondrites, which date from 4.5 x 109 years ago, have been 
considered a clue to the early solar system and hence to the early 
earth. These meteorites are characterized by the presence of 
carbon compounds (organic molecules) . The presence of amino acids 
on these meteorites, in particular, may implythatthesemeteorites 
have some relevance to the origin of life. In this paper we con-
sider a new model for the synthesis of the polar organics on these 
meteorites. 
Meteorites are extraterrestial small bodies which strike the 
earth. There are three broad classes: irons, stony-irons and 
stones. Among the stony meteorites are the chondrites which con-
tain small round spheres called chondrules. These small spherules 
are principally made up of olivine and pyroxene (minerals made up 
of Mg, Fe and silicate). The carbonaceous chondrites are com-
posed not only of inorganic minerals but have a high abundance 
of carbon. These meteorites come in three classes: 1) Type I 
which has the most carbon and has undergone the greatest weather-
ing by liquid water, 2) Type II which has undergone less weather-
ing by liquid water, and 3) Type III which has not been weathered. 
Thus aside from the Earth and perhaps Mars, the only evidence for 
liquid water in the universe comes from the carbonaceous meteor-
ites. In recent years, clear evidence has been presented for 
the weathering of the chondrules by liquid water to iron and 
magnesium-rich phyllosilicates or clays. Associated with these 
clays are the polar organics (those organics soluble in water) . 
Among the polar organics found on these weathered meteorites are 
acetic acid and other carboxylic acids. In smaller concentra-
tions the amino acids, the precursors to protein, are the most 
intensively studied of the polar organics found on the carbona-
ceous chondrites. It has been observed that the greater the 
weathering by liquid water and hence the more iron and magnesium 
clays, the more polar organics (e.g., amino acids) are to be 
found on the meteorite. Thus an interesting link between the 
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polar organics and clays has been observed. It is this link we 
are trying to understand. 
The question arises as to what mechanism led to the formation 
of these organic molecules. The previous proposals were made by 
Stanley Miller at U.C.S.D. and E. Anders, u. of Chicago. Miller 
proposed that a mixture of methane (CH4} ammonia (NH3} and 
hydrogen (H2} were sparked or had some other energetic input 
which led to the formation of cyanide (CN) and aldehydes (RCHO) 
which reacted in liquid water to form amino acids. This took 
place on a body of some substantial size presumably in the now 
fragmented asteroid belt found between Mars and Jupiter. 
Anders et al. proposed that these molecules were formed by 
a reaction (Fischer-Tropsch} used by the Germans to make gaso-
line from carbon monoxide (CO} and hydrogen (H 2} catalyzed by 
iron. If one added ammonia to the carbon monoxide and hydrogen 
then amino acids were made. These reactions took place in the 
solar nebula where carbon monoxide, hydrogen and ammonia reacted 
with iron grains. 
In the laboratory both mechanisms gave rise to three classes 
of compounds: 1} insoluble organic polymer, 2) polar organics 
(soluble in H20), and 3) non polar organics (soluble in CCt 4}. 
Recently Becker and Epstein at Cal. Tech have analyzed a 
number of carbonaceous chondrites for the isotopic composition 
of hydrogen carbon and nitrogen of the polymeric material 
the hydrocarbons (soluble in CCt 4} and the polar organics 
(soluble in H20}. Their conclusions are that no single mechan-
ism can account for the synthesis of all three compounds of the 
meteorite. In other words neither the Fischer-Tropsch nor the 
Miller-Urey mechanisms can account for all the organic molecules 
on the carbonaceous chondrite. The polar organic material in 
particular "was probably introduced into the meteorites, along 
with the high o1 c carbonates, during a hydrothermal event that 
produced the hydrous silicates in Cil and CM2 meteorites". (1) 
We propose that the polar organics were synthesized in the 
interior of a small planetoid bound most probably in the aster-
oid belt. We assume that the parent body was small--about a 
kilometer in diameter. Theoretical studies suggest that the 
likely species to be outgassed from this body were water, carbon 
dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen and ammonia. We have calcu-
lated the stability of various molecules which would reach equi-
librium at room temperature as a function of carbon dioxide con-
centration and the oxidation state of the iron in the meteorite. 
The molecules we have looked at are formic acid (HCOOH) , acetic 
acid (CH3COOH) and lactic acid (CH 3-CHOH-COOH} which are abun-
dant polar organics found on the carbonaceous chondrite (Type II 
and III) . For reasonable C02 pressures ( ~ 1 bar) these three 
compounds are jointly stable when the iron is in its metallic 
form. Since the iron in these meteorites is however in the 
clays and magnetite (Fe304), these molecules could not therefore 
be the result of thermochemical reactions proceeding to equili-
brium. We have therefore considered the B and y radiation due 
to radioactive decay, in particular A2 26. It has been demon-
strated experimentally that y radiation will convert a substan-
tial amount of carbon dioxide to formic and acetic acid in the 
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presence of (Fe 2+) ferrous ion. The presence of liquid water in 
the outgassing subsurface mixture is expected on theoretical 
grounds and is also suggested by meteoritic studies. C02, CO, 
N2 and NH3 would be dissolved in this water. Fe
2 + and other 
metallic ions would also be expected so that the required reac-
tants to produce soluble organics from radiation would all be 
present. The liquid water would lead to hydration of olivine 
and pyroxene to form clays. It should be noted that in the low 
temperature and pressure synthesis of clays, organic molecules 
such as carboxylic acids are catalysts in the formation of clays. 
We thus propose that the formation of the iron-rich clays and 
the polar organics on the carbonaceous chondrites are intimately 
coupled. 
On an early outgassing earth similar events to those ob-
served on the carbonaceous chondrites must have taken place. 
The coupling between the iron-rich clays and the water soluble 
organics such as amino acids is precisely the kind of chemistry 
suggested by the theory which claims that iron-rich clays 
played a fundamental role in the origin of life. In recent year~ 
a new model for the origin of life has been proposed; it empha-
sizes the role of liquid water and iron-rich clays in the 
chemistry of the early earth and the organic molecules produced 
on the clay surfaces by ultra-violet light. From this perspec-
tive, the carbonaceous chondrites may be an invaluable record 
for the early steps which led to life on the early earth. 
(1) Becker, R. and Epstein s. GCA, Vol 46, pp. 97-103 (1982). 
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Among the inner planets (Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars) and their satellites, 
Venus appears to be the most Earth-like in many ways. It is the closest planet 
to the Earth, and its size and density are similar (Table 1) to that of the 
Earth. The Earth and Venus 1 ie in contrast to the Moo.n, Mars, and Mercury, 
which are all approximately one-half the diameter of these larger bodies or 
less. The surfaces Qf these smaller planetary bodies are significantly dif-
ferent than that of the Earth. They· are very ancient, dating back to the first 
half of Solar System history, and are covered with impact craters and their 
deposits . . They are characterized by a single global rigid lithospheric plate 
(the outer mechanical layer of a planet usually composed of the crust and upper 
mantle) which has remained stable since earliest Solar System history. In 
contrast, the surface of the Earth is very dynamic. The lithosphere is divided 
into a series of laterally moving lithospheric plates. In a process known as 
plate tectonics, these plates form at ocean ridges, spread laterally at rates 
measured in em per year, and collide and are subducted back into the interior 
of the plane~. Two-thirds of the surface of the Earth (the ocean basins) is 
less than 200 million years old. The continental regions, by virtue of their 
lower density, escape complete subduction and thus preserve a part of the 
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record of earlier Earth history. Thus the extremely dynamic plate tectonic 
system of the Earth is fundamentally different from the single rigid ancient 
lithospheric plate of the Moon, Mars, and Mercury. Why are these bodies so 
different? Could planetary size be an important control on heat loss and 
thus the thickness and stability of the lithosphere? Are other factors, such 
as position in the Solar System and initial conditions important? Is plate 
tectonics unique in the Solar System? The planet Venus offers an opportunity 
to test these hypotheses. 
Although Venus has many similarities to the Earth, one of the major 
differences is its hot, dense, carbon dioxide atmosphere, which results in 
surface temperatures of approximately 730 K and pressures of 95 bars. Unfor-
tunately, this dense cloud layer precludes visual observations of surface 
features from Earth-based or orbiting spacecraft. Thus, investigations of 
Venus have had to rely on observations at radar wavelengths, where topographic 
and imaging data could be obtained, and on the few normal images obtained by 
spacecraft that have descended through the atmosphere and landed. The most 
comprehensive data set comes from the Pioneer mission, which placed a space-
craft into orbit around Venus and sent multiple probes into the atmosphere. 
The spacecraft carried a radar altimeter that provided topographic data over 
mor.e than 95% of the surface at horizontal resolution of about 100 km and 
vertical resolution of greater than 200 m. This basic data set provides us 
with a ·fundamental, but low resolution, view of Venus topography. 
The terrain of _Venus can be subdivided into lowlands (about 20 percent 
of the surface), rolling plains (70 percent),andhighlands (about 10 percent). 
The highlands are concentrated in three main areas, Ishtar Terra, 
Aphrodite Terra, and Beta Regia. Ishtar Terra stands several kilometers above 
the mean planetary radius and is characterized by relatively steep slopes. 
The western part of Ishtar (Lakshmi Planum) is a vast plateau 2,500 km in 
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diameter, which is surrounded and cut by linear mountain ranges rising up to 
3 kilometers above the plain. A massive mountain range (Maxwell Montes) occurs 
in Eastern Ishtar, rising 11 km above mean planetary radius--higher than 
Mt. Everest above sea level on Earth. The topography of Ishtar Terra is 
unlike any seen on the smaller terrestrial planets. Other highland areas 
show different characteristics .. Beta Regio contains a central linear depres-
sion and several equidimensional mountains, which have been interpreted as a 
rift zone and voJcanoes, respectively. Aphrodite extends along the equator 
for more than 10,000 km and contains numerous rift-like depressions in its 
central interior. The lowland areas of Venus are relatively smooth and are 
concentrated in roughly circular and linear areas. Midlands or rolling uplands 
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are the most extensive terrain type and contain a diversity of topographic 
features, including possible rift zones, volcanoes, and impact cra~ers. Thus, 
our present knowledge. of Venus strongly hints at a geological diversity compara-
ble to some aspects of both the Earth and the smaller terrestrial planets, 
including impact cratering, volcanic activity~ tectonic activ~ty, and perhaps, 
"continents." But is there evidence for .plate tectonics on Venus? 
Higher resolution images have recently been obtained for a portion of the 
surface of Venus using Earth-based radar telescopes located at Arecibo (Puerto 
Rico) and Goldstone (California). Recent data from Arecibo for Ishtar Terra, 
one of the major highland regions of Venus, shows details of the mountain 
ranges at approximately 3km horizontal resolution. Within these mountain 
ranges are seen parallel bands approximately 15-20 km wide \'lhich show many 
similarities to compressional fold belts on Earth associated with plate 
tectonic activity. In the Maxwell Montes Region, the bands parallel the 
long axis of the mountains and are best developed at high elevations. Could 
these bands and mountain ranges represent plate tectonic activity on Venus? 
The bands show many similarities to tectonic features representing folds and 
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faults on Earth, for example the folds and faults forming the valleys and 
ridges of the Appalachian Mountains. On the basis of these comparisons, we 
believe that the mountains of Ishtar Terra are Earth-like, rather than like 
anything seen on the smaller terrestrial planets Moon, Mars and Mercury. We 
are presently investigating whether these apparently young Venus Mountains 
represent the presence of plate tectonic activity on Venus. 
Table 1. Basic characteristics of terrestrial planetary bodies. 
Planetary Mass 
Mean 
radius Dens it) 
(g/cm3 body (in Earth masses) (km) 
Mercury 0.055 2,439 5.43 
Venus 0.815 6,051 5.24 
Earth 1.000 6,371 5.51 
Mars 0.107 3,390 3.93 
Moon 0.012 1,738 3.34 
A NEW EARTH-APPROACHING ASTEROID, 1982 XB. * E. F. Helii, A. W. 
HarrisA J. w. Young, E. F. Tedesco, L. A. Lebofsky , D. Tholen , R. P. 
Binzel , and N. D. Bulkower, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute 
of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91109. 
The discoveries of the Palomar Planet-Crossing Asteroid Survey (PCAS), 
initiated in 1973 and continuing today (Helin and Shoemaker, 1979), are 
largely responsible for the recent interest in Earth-approaching planetary 
bodies. These near-Earth asteroid discoveries and the rapid reporting of 
orbital data have afforded the opportunity to acquire information on their 
physical nature during the discovery pass, unprecedented in earlier work. 
Near-Earth asteroids, in particular, are relevant and they are objects 
that produced the impact craters on the Earth and Moon. They are also the 
most accessible planetary bodies for exploration and resource utilization 
(Helin and Hulkower, 1982). The need to better understand the interrela-
tionships between asteroids, comets, and meteorites in addition to the 
impact hazard posed to the major planets and their satellites has generated 
increased scientific and popular interest. 
Several newly discovered near-Earth asteroids have been determined to 
offer excellent opportunities for rendezvous and exploratory missions. Two 
asteroids, 1982 DB and 1982 XB, were discovered by Helin at Palomar 
Observatory in 1982. 
The asteroid 1982 XB, one of the best candidates for future asteroid 
missions, came unusually close to the Earth (about 4 million miles, or 17 
lunar distances) at Christmas, 1982. Its passage was very well observed 
astrometrically and photometrically, not only in the United States, but 
internationally. In the spring of 1983, it is still observable, although 
becoming fainter as it moves away from the Earth. The current perihelion 
distance (the nearest point from the sun) of 1.017 AU nearly coincides with 
the aphelion distance (the farthest point from the sun) of the Earth, and as 
such is ideally placed for trajectory transfer when the Earth and the aste-
roid are again placed in this configuration. Asteroid mission planning is 
being carried out with consideration of not only the main-belt asteroids, 
but also these more favorably placed near-Earth objects. With a diameter of 
only 350 m, 1982 XB is one of the smallest, well-documented near-Earth aste-
roids ever discovered. More details of the discovery circumstances are 
presented in the main abstract. 
The following information will assist the non-specialist in understand-
ing some of the terms and relationships referred to in the abstract. The 
classification of the asteroid as "S" type is based primarily on a relative-
ly "high" albedo (fraction of incident light reflected by the object) of 
about 20%, a reddish overall color, and a slight absorption feature in the 
near infrared spectrum thought to be associated with the minerals pyroxene 
or olivine. These features indicate that the asteroid is composed of dif-
ferentiated minerals -- that is, it was once part of a larger body which was 
heated enough for the various mineralogic fractions to separate to some 
degree. The other major class of asteroids, the "C" type, tends to be much 
* Affiliations of these co-authors are contained in text. 
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darker (5% albedo), "grey" (neither reddish nor bluish), and lack absorption 
features which can be associated with specific minerals. These asteroids 
are associated by analogy with Carbonaceous Chondrite meteorites, with 
undifferentiated material of a composition thought to be representative of 
the solids in the primitive solar nebula. Members of both "C" and "S" 
types, as well as several other minor classes, have been discovered among 
Earth-crossing asteroids. 
The detection of these celestial visitors near Earth is of crucial 
importance since our knowledge of them is limited to a relatively small 
sample of known objects (~55). Twenty-five percent of the known near-Earth 
asteroids have been discovered by the PCAS search efforts. Ten years of 
monthly observations and extensive sky coverage has been required to suc-
cessfully find and document these elusive asteroids (Helin, 1982). In addi-
tion to searching for and discovering these asteroids, early discovery 
announcements have been communicated to colleagues, allowing them to prepare 
for physical observations to be obtained during the discovery pass. The 
circumstances and results of the discovery of 1982 XB provide an excellent 
illustration of scientific cooperation in practice. 
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CARBON-14 DATING BY ACCELERATOR MASS SPECTROMETRY: APPLICATIONS TO THE EARTH 
AND PLANETARY SCIENCES AND ARCHAEOLOGY. A. J. T. Jull, D. J. Donahue, 
T. H. Zabel and P. E. Damon, NSF Regional Accelerator Facility, University 
of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721. 
Radiocarbon dating of very small samples using the technique of tandem accel-
erator mass spectrometry (TAMS) is now possible at the University of Arizona. 
The Facility, established through the National Science Foundation Regional 
Instrumentation Facilities Program, is one of the first built specifically 
for the accurate measurement of carbon-14, and other long-lived radioiso-
topes, such as beryllium-10 and cnlorine-36. The techniques for radioisotope 
detection using an accelerator as part of a high energy mass spectrometer (a 
device which separates ions according to their mass, energy and charge) is a 
comparatively recent development, only some 6 years old. Indeed, the method 
was only shown to be feasible in 1977, when three groups independently pub-
lished results of experiments showing detection of 14C and 10 Be by 
accelerator mass spectrometry. Subsequently, perhaps some 20 accelerator 
research laboratories around the world have at sane time or another used or 
tried to develop methods to measure these isotopes accurately using TAMS. 
Work on 1 0 Be in particular has been the most extensive, as relatively low 
precision work (-10%) could produce useful results. Developments in 14C 
have been slower, due to the requirement of higher precision, particularly in 
the application to archaeological problems. Only 5 laboratories (Rochester, 
Zurich, Chalk River, University of Washington, and University of Arizona) 
have to our knowledge published 14C results using TAMS. For 14C dating, due 
to this need for high accuracy and stability, dedicated facilities are con-
sidered the most promising. These are based on the accelerator system 
developed by General Ionex Corporation, based on pioneering work at 
Rochester and Oxford (England). Four such machines have now been installed, 
in Oxford, Toronto (Canada), Nagoya (Japan), and of course, Tucson. A fifth 
machine is being installed in France, and a machine for Australia will be 
delivered in the near future. 
The equipment at the University of Arizona was delivered in Seetember 1981. 
After installation and testin~, initial success in detecti'ng 1 C was accom-
plished in February 1982. After some modifications to improve performance 
and stability, 14C measurements on unknown samples have been possi'ble since 
late May 1982. Since that time, significant improvements in the sample size 
requirements and accuracy have been achieved. 
Background. 
The basic principle of the method, is that in contrast to decay-counting 
methods, originally developed in the 195o•s, atoms are counted before they 
decay. Methods which count radioactive decay events are clearly limited to 
the rate of decay of the isotope, and the ease of detection of the radiati'on 
it emits. Thus, isotopes present at low levels in small samples, and which 
decay slowly are difficult to detect. For example, in one gram of modern 
carbon, about 14 14C atoms decay in one minute. With TAMS, at least 3 14C 
ions can be counted per second from less than one milligram of carbon. 
Accuracies in C-14 ages of about 200-300 years can be obtained in less than 
one hour. Most of our measurements so far have been at this level. More 
accurate data (± 100 years) can be obtained by using special target prepara-
tion techniques. Carbon-14 decays with a half-life of 5,730 years (the time 
it takes one half the remaining atoms to decay), 10 Be and 36 Cl have longer 
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half-lives of 1,500,000 and 300,000 years respectively. Along with these 
other radioisotopes, 1 qC is produced on earth due to the effects of cosmic 
rays on the upper atmosphere. Other objects in space, such as meteorites and 
the surface of the moon are also exposed to these rays and so also acquire 
radioactivities. The most well-known isotope, carbon-14, is mixed into the 
atmosphere as carbon dioxide, and as a consequence is eventually absorbed by 
all living things. After a plant or animal dies, no more 14 C is absorbed, 
and so the amount present decays with time. Thus, the method is very ·impor-
tant to archaeologists, as any material of organic origin can in principle be 
dated. In the case of extraterrestrial materials such as meteorites or dust, 
when they reach the earth's surface, they are shielded from further 14 C pro-
duction by the atmosphere,. and their surface residence time can be dated in 
an analogous manner. 
The sensitivity of the TAMS can be appreciated if it is pointed out that con-
temporary living material, 14 C is present in about one part in a trillion 
(10 2 in scientific notation). The detection limit is between several hun-
dred and one thousand times smaller). 
In accelerator mass spectrometry, the sample must first be converted to ele-
mental carbon, which is subsequently processed to make a target, usually a 
metal carbide or graphite, as these materials have been found to have the 
best characteristics. Negative carbon ions are eroded from the surface of 
the target by the effects of high energy cesium beam. These negative ions 
are then separated according to mass, accelerated to about 2 million volts, 
stripped of several electrons by passage through a gas, and then further 
accelerated to a total energy of about 8 million electron-volts. At this 
energy the ions are moving at about 3~% of the speed of light. These two 
accelerations give the machine its name .. Tandem Accelerator ... Because the 
charge is changed from negative to positive at the high voltage terminal, 
both ion source and detection system are at ~round potential, simplifying 
many operations. Further mass and energy separations are then performed so 
that the 14 C beam is separated from all other interfering ions and molecules. 
The high voltage parts of the accelerator are enclosed in a high-pressure 
tank, which holds about eight atmospheres (130 pounds per square inch) of an 
insulating gas, sulphur he~afluoride. 
Sample Size. 
One of the most recent achievements in the development of this method has 
been the reduction in sample size requirements. In collaboration with 
L. A. Currie and G. Klouda of the National Bureau of Standards, we have made 
measurements on as little as 100 micrograms of carbon, a reduction of a fac-
tor of ten or twenty from the previous minimum size. (100 micrograms is 
about 3 millionths of an ounce}. This has opened up several new potential 
applications of TAMS, previously rather impractical, such as atmospheric 
particulates, ice core samples and sediment cores. It should be emphasized 
that special care must be taken with such small amounts of carbon to ensure 
that the sample is not contaminated. For most other applications such as in 
archaeology, 1 to 2 milligrams of carbon suffices for an accuracy of about 
250 years in radiocarbon age. By using graphite as a target material, 
accuracies of± 100 years are achievable, with 5-20 milligram samples. 
Problems studied to date. 
In the short period (less than one year) that the accelerator has been fully 
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operational, we have been able to study a considerable variety of samples of 
interest to archaeologists, geologists and geophysicists. Up to the begin-
ning of February 1983 we had measured over 90 samples. Samples studied 
included: 
1.) Atmospheric pollutants and dust, in collaboration with L.A. Currie and 
G. Klouda, National Bureau of Standards. 
2.) Dating of prehistoric bone samples, with R. E. Taylor and others, 
University of California, Riverside. We measured 14C extracted from a bone 
excavated in Sunnyvale, California. This particular sample had previously 
been dated by the amino-acid racemisation method to be 70,000 years old. Our 
carbon-14 age was around 5000 years, more in line with what most archaeolo-
gists would expect, as man is not thought to have entered that part of North 
America until about 10,000 years ago. 
3.) Dating of earthquake events from charcoal samples in fault zones, with 
A. Tucker and others, San Jose State University, 
4.) Dating of charcoal and wood samples in association with archaeological 
sites. 
5.) Direct dating of cultivated seeds from several localities in the USA and 
Egypt, indicating the age of early agriculture, in collaboration with several 
groups at the Universities of Michigan, New Mexico and Arizona, and Southern 
Methodist University. 
6.) 1 qC measurements of Antarctic field rocks and meteorites, with 
E. L. Fireman, Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory. 
As well as continuin~ these projects above, we now have a large number of 
requests for carbon-14 dating of other samples. They include bone samples, a 
considerable number of archaeological finds, studies of Coptic and other his-
toric textiles, sediment samples and extension of the 1 qC- tree ring 
correlation beyond 8000 years. 
Some new applications in planetary science. 
As mentioned above, use of samples as small as 100 micrograms is a signifi-
cant advance, as it allows measurements of several types of sample previously 
made difficult due to the need . to process a large amount of material to 
obtain a small amount of carbon. For example, about 10 kilograms of ice con-
tains about 150 micrograms of C02. Existing small decay counting methods 
would require processing of probably up to 100 times as much ice, and require 
several months to obtain enough data to measure the 14 C. Dust particles from 
ice, snow and rainwater could also be measured using TAMS, by filtering sev-
eral kilograms of water. 1 qc dating of marine sediments, and of sane of the 
larger deep-sea spherules (several hundred micrograms), of interplanetary 
origin, is now perhaps feasible. Terrestrial ages could be obtained on 
meteorites using only about 5 to 500 mi'lligrams of material, depending on the 
carbon content, instead of the large amounts currently used. This ts of par-
ticular importance to the Antarctic meteorites, where many samples are in the 
size range 10 to 50 grams, and 14C dating would previously mean destruction 
of most of the material available. 
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Conclusion. 
Radiocarbon dates have now been made to an accuracy of as little as 200 
years on sub-milligram samples. Accuracies of 100 years or less still 
require over 10 milligrams, though we believe this can be improved. In the 
less than one year in which the Tucson facility has been operational, over 
90 samples have been dated, over half since the beginning of 1983 alone. 
Significant data on a range of different problems have been obtained. Given 
the rapid growth of the past year, we fully expect further developments in 
the next few years of considerable importance. One of our hi'ghest priorities 
in the coming months wtll be improvement of the equipment to allow determina-
tions of 10 Be and 36 Cl, which are important in the earth sciences, 
particularly in the dating of groundwaters and sediments. 
Figure: Detail of Tandem Accelerator Mass Spectrometer. The large T-shaped 
section at the centre is the pressure tank containing the acceleration tubes, 
high voltage supply and terminal. At the right hand side is the ion source, 
the magnet (Minj) which selects beams of according to mass. The beam can be 
stopped at a Faraday cup (LEC} to record current before entering the acceler-
ator. The high energy end (left) includes various magnetic and electrostatic 
devices for focussing the beam (Q), charge and energy selection (ED), and 
mass and energy selection (magnets Ml and M2). The total beam current pass-
ing through the machine is read at HEC. 14C is detected in a solid state 
detector in the low left hand part of the diagram. 13 C and/or 12C are 
deflected more than 14C by the magnet Ml and are read on current-measuring 
Faraday cups slightly off the beam line at the positions marked. 
ARE ORGUEIL CARBONATES CONTEMPORARY WITH PARENT 
BODY FORMATION? 
J . D. Macdougall , G. W. Lugmair, Univ . of Calif . San Diego , La Jolla 92093, 
J.F. Kerridge, Univ. of Calif. Los Angeles , Los Angeles, CA 90024 
Among the many meteorites which fall on the earth ' s surface each year , 
one var iety , the so-called carbonaceous chondrites, is very rare . As the 
name implies, this particular meteorite type is distinguished by its high 
content of carbon. However, these meteorites also exhibit other unusual 
characteristics . One exceedingly rare kind of carbonaceous chondrite (only 
five are known), labelled "Type 1", or Cl, contains on the average about 10% 
water. This water does not exist free as moisture but rather is bound up in 
the minerals of the meteorite , primarily in the clay minerals. Surprisingly 
enough, the clays in these rocks from outer space are not so very different 
from those found in ordinary soil on the earth. 
The high content of water and other volatile substances in the Type 1 
carbonaceous chondrites, and the fact that the relative abundances of most of 
the chemical elements in these meteorites seem to be about the same as esti-
mated for the average of the whole solar system, have led most cosmochemists 
to give them a special significance . Chemically, they have been viewed as a 
kind of Rosetta Stone for understanding the nature of the primitive, unfrac-
tionated matter of the early solar system. In spite of this, these meteorites 
do contain evidence that some chemical processing has occurred. For example , 
they exhibit veins of minerals t hat on earth are usually precipitated from 
water-rich solutions. A major question in meteoritics has been one of when 
these minerals were deposited . Was it at or near the time of formation of 
the solar system, when heating by a short-lived radioactive isotope could 
have caused melting in an icy parent body of the present meteorite? Or were 
these meteorites once part of a comet that passed close enough to the sun to 
cause liquid water to percolate through its interior? 
Recently a method has been devised to shed some light on this question . 
The approach makes use of the fact that the Type 1 carbonaceous chondrites 
are rich in rubidium, an alkali element like sodium and potassium which is 
naturally radioactive. One of the isotopes of rubidium, rubidium-87, is 
transformed by radioactive decay into its neighboring element strontium. Thus 
the isotope of strontium which is produced by the decay , strontium-87, has 
been slowly increasing in concentration in the meteorite through geologic 
time. For simplicity , the parameter which is measured is the ratio of 
strontium-87 to an unchanging isotope of the same element , strontium-86 . The 
rate at which 87Sr/86 Sr changes in the meteorite is governed by the ratio of 
rubidium to strontium (Rb/Sr) ; because of the high concentration of rubidium 
in the Type 1 carbonaceous chondrites, the isotopic ratio 87 Sr/86 Sr changes 
at a rapid rate and is a useful indicator of age. 
A number of the minerals which are inferred to have been deposited in 
veins in the Cl meteorites are rich in calcium and strontium, and poor in 
rubidium. This means that the isotopic ratio, 87 Sr/86 Sr, hasn ' t changed much 
since their formation, in contrast to the meteorite as a whole which , as 
mentioned earlier, is rich in rubidium. Since the rate at which 87 Sr/86 Sr 
changes in the bulk meteorite is known , and since these minerals essentially 
"freeze in" the ratio when they form, measuring 8 7 Sr / 8 6 Sr in the vein crystals 
provides a means of dating their formation . 
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Conceptually the experiment is a simple one, but in practice it's not 
so easy. The minerals in question are members of two families: the carbo-
nates, including calcite and dolomite, and the sulfates, including gypsum 
and epsomite. Together they constitute a very small fraction of the whole 
meteorite. They occur as small crystals, sometimes in clumps, sometimes 
singly, and occasionally in veins. Because they are readily soluble, even 
in water, separation procedures could not involve substances that might 
partly dissolve the samples. Hand picking with tweezers f rom disaggregated 
meteorite material under the microscope is the procedure that was used in 
the end. Each tiny grain had to be cleaned of adhering surface material 
using microsurgical tools, then carefully washed in organic solvents to 
avoid contamination. When the small amounts of strontium present in these 
grains (a few billionths of a gram!) were finally extracted and analyzed, it 
was found that the carbonate crystals contain strontium with an isotopic 
ratio ( 87 Sr/86 Sr) as low as in any naturally occurring materials ever 
investigated, in contrast to the high value in the bulk meteorite. This 
means that the carbonate crystals, devoid of rubidium, were deposited very 
early in solar system history, probably about 4.6 billion years ago when most 
of the meteorites and planets were just forming. In turn, this implies that 
within the small planet from which the Cl meteorites come there were watery 
solutions percolating among the original materials, leaching and redistri-
buting elements such as calcium, strontium, rubidium and magnesium. The 
heat necessary to generate this aqueous activity may have come from radio-
active decay, but evidence that the leaching and deposition were local 
suggest that impact heating in the last stages of planetary accretion was 
responsible. 
Even more surprising than the fact that the carbonate minerals seem to 
have been formed contemporaneously with the planetary bodies in which they 
are found is that the sulfate veins apparently formed very recently. This 
conclusion is drawn from the observation that the sulfate vein material, 
like the carbonates, has very low rubidium but, in contrast, has a high 
strontium isotopic ratio, similar to the bulk meteorite. If this ratio was 
frozen in at formation of the veins, the event must have occurred recently, 
perhaps when the small meteorite fragment which eventually reached the earth 
was broken from its parent body. 
Thus the Cl meteorites have had at least a two stage history. When the 
solar system was just forming, their parent body experienced heating, and 
liquid water transported easily soluble elements to be deposited as carbo-
nates and other phases. Without disturbing these carbonates, a second 
event at a time close to the present again mobilized some of the meteoritic 
strontium and redeposited it in sulfate minerals in veins. 
CAPTURING COSMIC DUST ON THE SPACE SHutTLE 
J.A.M. McDonnell, W.C. Carey, and D.G. Dixon. 
Space Sciences Laboratory, University of Kent, Canterbury, England. 
DUST IN SPACE 
Knowledge of the chemistry and mineralogy of extra-terresrtrial bodies 
has traditionally been derived from meteorites, broadly categorised into 
either 'stones' or irons', which fall to Earth after burning a fiery trail 
through the sky. Much more numerous but less evident are micrometeorites; 
these tiny particles of micron dimension radiate away the frictional ("re-
entry") heat and eventually drift down through the atmosphere .Our planet 
accumulates perhaps a thousand tons of extra-terrestrial matter each day 
in this manner but because these particles are so small identification and 
retrieval is not straightforward. Recently, however, it has been shown 
(Brownlee et al. 1976) that at least a fractionof this population can be 
captured by aircraft-borne sensors at stratospheric altitudes (some 20 to 
30 km). The dust population of the solar system is predominantly from 
cometary sources but comets are likely to be aggregates of interstellar 
dust. Interest in this dust is strong since it offers deep-frozen samples 
of pre-solar system matter. 
First evidence of the availability of cosmic dust for direct study came as 
early as the nineteenth century when metallic nickel-iron globules were 
discovered in deep-sea sediments (Murray and Renard 1883).Current 
assessment of the flux of micrometeorites leads us now to assign these to 
the ablation and disintegration of larger meteorites as they enter the 
atmosphere. With the advent of the Space Age we developed sensors for 
direct measurement of micrometeorites in space; in the Space Shuttle era 
the ability to retrieve equipment from space provides a unique 
opportunity to collect truly representative micromE!teoroids from outside 
the Earth's atmosphere and bring them back to the laboratory for the most 
detailed of scientific investigations. It was to this end that the 
Microabrasion Foil Experiment (MFE) was developed; proposed as early as 
1972 for the NASA LDEF facility, MFE flew on STS-3, the first to 
demonstrate the capture cell technique. 
MICROABRASION FOIL EXPERIMENT (MFE) 
MFE was designed and built at the 
University of Kent at Canterbury to 
detect and capture both man-made 
space debris and cosmic dust 
particlesin near-Earth orbit. 
It was flown on the third mission of 
Space Shuttle 'Columbia' in March 
1982 and was exposed to space for 
8 days. A picture of MFE array is 
shown in figure 1, located on top 
of another experiment of the 
OSS-1 NASA GSFC pallet. Figure 2 
shows a top view of the detector 
array. 
Figure 1. 
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The origins of cosmic dust are not clear; certainly, some comes from 
comets which leave a trail of dust along their orbits and which manifest 
themselves as meteor showers when the Earth intersects one. Another source 
is probably impacts on the moon and other bodies. In June of 1178 Gervase 
of Canterbury witnessed a bright explosion on the moon. This was due to a 
meteorite impact creating the lunar crater known today as Giordano Bruno. 
In October that year Korean astronomers recorded a major meteor shower 
which was probably due to ejected material from the impact on the moon 
four months earlier. Man-made debris is another component of the 
microparticle population in low Earth orbit, the major of which is probably 
rocket exhausts which produce alumina spherules. Impacts due to this type 
of particle have been found on Skylab/ Apollo windows (Clanton et al. 
1980). Analysis of the first two perforations found in MFE strongly 
suggest that they are not due· to ·such man-made material. 
SUMMARY 
The Microabrasion Foil Experiment is producing very significant results 
which illustrate the usefulness of the capture cell technique,and predict 
the effectiveness of future cosmic dust experiments such as the 
Microabrasion Package on LDEF. To date, the re~y1ts have shown that: 
(a) microparticles of mass )10 g in Earth orbit can be 
detected, captured and at least in part returned to Earth. 
(b) the debris from the particle impact is capable of analysis 
by energy-dispersive x-ray analysis. 
(c) the Whipple Meteor Bumper technique is highly effective in 
dissipating the energy of micrometeoroid impact. 
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CAPTURING cog..rrc DUSf 
M:Doimell et al. 
Dust particles impact space collectors at typically 10 to 20 km/s and so 
present quite insurmountable problems to their capture 'unharmed'. 
To try and overcome this, a collector based on an idea by F.L. Whipple was 
built. In 1947 Whipple proposed a double-layer structure now known as the 
Whipple Meteor Bumper to protect spacecraft hulls. A simple and elegant 
concept , the double-layer Capture Cell allows a cosmic dust particle and 
perforate the top layer and then 'splatter' onto the lower surface. The 
particle will still undergo disintegration and melting but debris from the 
impact will be carried through to be contained in a 'capture cell' below. 
This debris may then be returned to Earth for analysis. On MFE, the 
capture cell is one millimetre deep and one centimetre square ; the top 
layer being five microns thick aluminium foil held above a Kapton sheet. 
EXAMINING THE RESULTS 
The Microabrasion Foil Experiment is one square metre in size , about half 
of which is useful collecting surface. On its return to Canterbury for 
analysis the aluminium foil is removed and searched for perforations 
caused by microparticle impacts using an optical detection method. For 
examination at high magnifications a scanning electron microscope is then 
used on the detected impact sites. 
The first cosmic dust perforation ever returned from space showing 
classical hypervelocity impact features is shown in figure 3.This dramatic 
perf oration is 23 microns in diameter; the associated impact zone on the 
Kapton (figure 4) shows damage only to micron depth but over an area 
greater than 100 microns in diameter. It can be clearly seen that the 
Kapton has collected debris from the impact on the foil and a higher 
magnification micrograph of the Kapton impact zone reveals melted areas 
and discrete globules. The underside of the aluminium foil is also cov~red 
with impact debris which can be either matter which has splashed back off 
the Kapton sheet or recondensed vapour from the impact. A high-energy 
impact particularly of a porous cometary agglutinate, would yield 
debris which is gaseous, liquid, and possibly solid. The Capture Cell 
technique containsthese impact products and allowsthe vapour to condense 
on the inner surfaces. The impact process is shown in figure 5 . 
In successfully retaining at least a sample fraction of the material from 
the cosmic dust grain , itis now possible to analyse it to find which 
chemical elements are present. This is also done in the scanning electron 
microscope . In the electron beam the specimen emits x-rays with energies 
unique to each element present and a detector measures these energies and 
hence determines the elemental compositionof the specimen. This technique 
is called Energy Dispersive X-Ray Analysis and a typical spectrum is shown 
in figure 6. The results can then be compared with earlier chemical 
analyses of terrestrially found meteorites. 
COMETARY DUST 
When MFE is fully analysed it could tell us very muchmore about the 
chemistry of the cometary dust population of dust in near- Earth space 
than previous space-borne experiments (McDonnell J . A.M. 1978) although 
it must be thought of as complementary to such measurements. 
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Figure 2. 
The MFE array. 
Figure 3. Impact perforation in the aluminium foil top layer. 
(a)top side (xlSOO magnification) (b) underside 
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Figure 4. The Kapton impact surface showing debris. 
(a) x400 magnification (b) x2000 magnification. 
Figure 5. Schematic representation of a hypervelocity impact perforation 
of MFE. 
Figure 6. A typical spectrum 
from the energy-dispersive 
x-ray analyser. 
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WHY ARE YOU TALKING ABOUT A MANNED LUNAR BASE NOW WHEN THE SHUTTLE 
FLEET NEEDS A FIFTH ORBITER, WHEN THE SPACE STATION PROJECT IS SPUTTERING, 
WHEN PLANETARY EXPLORATION HAS HAD NO NEW START SINCE 1978, WHEN THE NATIONAL 
ECONOMY IS IN THE WORST SHAPE SINCE THE GREAT DEPRESSION, WHEN THE JAPANESE 
ARE PUSHING FOR WORLD LEADERSHIP IN TECHNOLOGY, WHEN THE SOVIETS AND THE 
EUROPEANS ARE CHALLENGING AMERICAN PREEMINENCE IN SPACE, AND WHEN VIDEO GAMES 
ARE CORRUPTING OUR YOUTH? W.W. Mendell and M. B. Duke, L.B. Johnson Space 
Center, Houston, TX 77058. 
For the past 15 months we have been speaking in various forums within 
NASA and in the space science research community concerning the need to begin 
preparation now for a decision to establish a manned research laboratory on 
the surface of the Moon. Any sense of urgency in this matter may seem 
puzzling, but surprising conclusions can be drawn from simple considerations 
of the future evolution of the Space Transportation System (STS). Before the 
end of the next decade, the STS will include a space station and a reusable 
Orbital Transfer Vehicle (OTV), the latter for the transfer of payloads 
between low Earth orbit and geosynchronous orbit. Interestingly enough, a 
transfer to geosynchronous orbit and a transfer to lunar distances have very 
similar energy requirements. Thus, the very existence of that booster 
capability will raise the question whether a permanent manned presence on the 
Moon's surface falls within the national interest. 
In fact, this 11minimal 11 scenario is almost certainly too conservative. 
As space activity becomes more commonplace in world affairs, leaders in this 
country wi 11 become aware of the 1 unar option we 11 before the turn of the 
Century. At the same time, we have no difficulty imagining motivations for a 
significant American enterprise in space stemming from international economic 
competition, cold war geopolitics, or national security considerations. 
Consider the economy of the United States, now in the throes of 
transition. In the important arena of international trade, the country must 
depend more on the export of technology, a word once automatically associated 
with the adjective 11American 11 • Today the Japanese are making inroads on 
American leadership using long range planning and goal-oriented technology 
development. A response in kind to the Japanese challenge is difficult 
because the relationship between business and government in this country is 
so different. The traditional American method for priming the technological 
pump has been federally financed projects in science or engineering, designed 
to demonstrate the American fort~ - organization and management of high 
technology. A manned research laboratory on the Moon is a world-class 
project which would serve nicely to stimulate innovation and to encourage 
adaptation of technology in the private sector. 
The political impact of this project would be si gni fi cant, both 
nationally and internationally. An analogy to 1961 could be drawn when the 
declaration of Project Apollo was a political reaction to the national 
preoccupation with Sputnik and the demoralizing effects of the Bay of Pigs 
(1). Today, the American public largely discounts the methodical Soviet 
space program, which is not the unknown quantity it was 25 years ago. 
Nevertheless, the imminent development of a very large Soviet booster 
probably will lead to a highly visible manned mission. A re-enactment of the 
fable of the Tortoise and the Hare, coupled with some domestic or 
international difficulty, could make a lunar initiative politically 
attractive. It is important to remember that today the lunar option is much 
more an evolutionary development of the American space program than it was in 
1961. Ironically, we are much farther away from going to the Moon today than 
we were in 1961. 
The current space budget of the Department of Defense exceeds that of 
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NASA, testimony to the importance of national security considerations in 
space policy. Any major project would be reviewed for its implications in 
that area, and the Moon base has some positive attributes as a secure 
observation and communication post. Activities on Earth can be seen, and it 
is not genera 11 y rea 1 i zed that more than 95% of geosynchronous orbit can be 
viewed from the near side of the Moon at all times. Communication time to 
the Earth is seconds while travel time is days. Finally, we point out that 
an eyewitness to hostile activity adds enormous credibility to sensor 
measurements, however sophisticated they may be. 
We have discussed factors in the political-economic equations, and have 
neglected the exciting and important science to be done, because we want to 
emphasize the arguments for an occurrence of a decision point in the early 
90's. Needless to say, such a declaration would have tremendous significance 
for NASA. We propose here a programmatic approach which will permit NASA to 
perform a thorough and realistic evaluation, in the early 90's of a possible 
manned lunar laboratory project. We require no new funding for what will 
turn out to be the first step in a three-part program to return to the Moon. 
We assume the NASA budget will be approximately constant in real terms 
over the next ten years. We also assume that the budget will continue to be 
programmed as it has been historically. The greatest part of the budget will 
go to a major project associated with manned spaceflight, e.g. Apollo, 
Shuttle, or Space Station. A minor but significant fraction will go toward 
space science. In FY83 the space science programs (physics and astronomy, 
planetary, life) consume approximately 1/8 of the total research and 
development budget. Over the past 15 years planetary science and physics & 
astronomy have summed to more that 90% of the space science budget (2). The 
proportion going to each of the two 1 arge programs has varied, depending on 
mission costs. In FY74 77% went to planetary (Viking); in FY83 67% goes to 
physics and astronomy (Space Telescope). We assume that 40% to 70% of the 
total space science budget could be allocated to planetary science over the 
next ten years if there were valid programmatic reasons for doing so. 
Under our stated assumptions we propose the following programmatic 
thrusts, requiring no additional funding over the next 7 or 8 years. First, 
prepare the necessary information base concerning the Moon in suppport of 
detailed definition of the lunar laboratory program. Data would be collected 
by a long-lived unmanned satellite in lunar polar orbit. Second, a lunar 
research and analysis program must be maintained, with special emphasis on 
lunar resource utilization. Third, a coordination point for lunar laboratory 
requirements and studies must be established in NASA Headquarters. A 
possible fourth element involves decisions regarding the design of the 
OTV /1 unar ferry. If the arguments presented by Davis ( 3) are valid, and 
oxygen produced from lunar materials in situ could double or triple the 
payload capacity of the Shuttle fleet, tnentne development of an efficient 
hydrogen-oxygen vehicle becomes an important issue. 
The Earth and Planetary Exploration Division (EPED) in NASA Headquarters 
has been studying future planetary programs with the aid of a scientific 
advisory group, the Solar System Exploration Committee. As a result of these 
deliberations, the current EPED strategy emphasizes small missions to the 
terrestrial planets. First priority goes to a Venus Radar Mapper (VRM). A 
lunar geochemical orbiter is included in the proposed core program, but its 
priority seems 1 inked to an assumed common a 1 ity with a Mars geochemi ca 1 
orbiter. 
We argue, of course, that the 1 unar mission has a higher priority and 
that it should be given a new start as soon as possible, in FY85. Project 
Apollo returned a wealth of scientific information, and it commonly is 
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assumed that exploration of the Moon is complete. The lunar samples are rich 
sources of information for the Apollo landing sites but represent the rest of 
the Moon only in an average sense. Orbital remote sensing data from the 11J 11 
missions allow geochemical inferences for much of the low latitudes, but the 
mapping is nowhere near complete. Photographic coverage of the Moon lags 
behind that for Mars. For example, the lunar polar regions are popular 
candidates for a lunar base but very little is actually known about them. 
Thus the critical element and the pacing item for the first phase of the 
lunar initiative is an unmanned scientific satellite collecting data in lunar 
polar orbit for at least six months. At JSC we have formulated two related 
mission concepts for an Advanced lunar Mapping Satellite, based on the well 
analyzed Lunar Polar Orbiter mission proposal. One mission profile is a 
simple Shuttle launch to lunar orbit; the second profile adds demonstrations 
of certain capabilities of the STS and features a return of the entire 
spacecraft to Earth orbit upon completion of the lunar mission. Cost 
estimates for either scenario fall well below typical Mariner class planetary 
missions. 
A new start for a lunar mission can be put in the NASA budget no earlier 
than FY85. The launch would occur by the end of this decade, and the first 
well analyzed data would be available in the early 90's, when our predicted 
decision point occurs. The planetary programs budget could accomodate both 
VRM and the lunar orbiter because both missions are much 1 ess costly than 
Mariner-class missions in the 70 1 s. At the present time EPED is unable to 
consider such arguments because the organization is chartered to develop 
exploration strategies based only on scientific rationale. Thus the first 
element of our program, which can be accomplished by simple rearrangement of 
priorities, can be implemented only if decisions on the importance of lunar 
studies are made at the Associate Administrator level or higher. 
The second element of our programmatic approach is the maintenance of a 
healthy lunar research program with special emphasis on lunar resource 
utilization. Studies associated with the lunar orbiter mission would be 
sufficient to stimulate lunar science. However, very little work is being 
done on the potential exploitation of lunar resources; and an infusion of 
research funds on the order of a million dollars would have a dramatic effect 
on utilization studies. A funding enhancement of that order would be 
insignificant in the total NASA budget. 
The establishment of a manned lunar laboratory is a complex enterprise 
whose requirements will impact every part of NASA•s research and development 
organization. As a space station is designed, as a lunar orbiting spacecraft 
is developed, as advanced propulsion systems are considered, choices are 
being made which can affect a future lunar base program. For example, good 
maps of the Moon might be important for siting a lunar base; yet cartography 
ordinarily would not be part of the science package for a lunar orbiter. The 
economic advantages of oxygen for fuel imported from the Moon would be lost 
if the OTV is not a H2to2 vehicle. Some arbitrary payload limit on an OTV design could preclude its use as a lunar ferry. Is there an orbital 
inclination for a space station which would optimize its performance as a 
node in the lunar transportation system? Storage of cryogenic fuels in space 
becomes a more pressing technological issue when the significance of the 
lunar connection is understood. 
These considerations demonstrate the need for an active coordination 
function for lunar base requirements within NASA Headquarters, the third 
element in the first phase of the lunar initiative. Since no major funding 
can be made available for that function, it must reside in an advanced 
planning office and it must carry the Administrator•s blessing. Once 
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established, the coordination office should sponsor a blue ribbon workshop to 
validate the manned lunar research laboratory as a national goal and to 
outline the tasks to be accomplished for an eventual return to the Moon. We 
already are aware of leaders in the political, the scientific, and the 
technical collltlunities who would be interested in participating in such a 
workshop. After initial requirements are identified, low level funding 
should be available for studies of specific issues as well as the important 
work of coordination within NASA. We have discovered groups around the 
country who are interested in studying specific issues without funding and 
who ask for relevant problems to work on (e.g. 4}. 
At the end of the first phase of the lunar initiative in the early 90's, 
the American space program should possess the scientific information and 
technological elements necessary for a realistic appraisal of the lunar 
option. We believe that an increased understanding of the Moon's potential 
will make it an economically and politically attractive national objective. 
Exploration of the Moon will yield rich scientific dividends and will 
contribute to a new optimism in America with regard to her technological 
capabilities. 
The second phase of the lunar initiative will bring unmanned roving 
vehicles to the surface of the Moon for site evaluation, civil engineering 
measurements, and sophisticated scientific experimentation. Development of 
the lunar transportation system will take place, and automated factories will 
be placed on the lunar surface to initiate economic utilization of lunar 
materials prior to the establishment of a permanent manned presence. From 
the second phase we will gain experience operating in the lunar environment, 
learning the advantages and the difficulties. 
The third phase of the lunar initiative will see the establishment of a 
permanent manned base in time for the Fiftieth Anniversary of the Space Age. 
The first habitat module will be landed at a location where an automated 
factory is already producing oxygen from lunar soil. A remotely controlled 
earth mover, the last launch in the Phase Two robotic exploration, is also 
there. After the module is dragged to the specified site in a small 
depression, it is covered with soil for protection from solar flares. Over 
the succeeding months, other specialized modules are landed, and the initial 
crew of 12 gradually grows~ As research facilities come on line, scientists 
are brought from all over the world, after survival training, to perform 
proposed experiments in astronomy, high energy physics, geology, and life 
sciences. Live television coverage will bring the people of the world in 
contact with activities on the Moon. As life becomes routine and the exotic 
flavor passes, school children will wonder why anyone ever doubted that the 
Moon would be an integral part of our destiny. 
As our preaching has spread beyond the choir to the congregation, and 
even outside the church, we become ever more exposed to critical cross-
examination by nonbelievers. The hardest, often raised question concerns 
economic return - not the long term benefits touted by advocates of space 
colonization but rather the near term payback for this next step in space. 
Unfortunately, the Moon could not be more de sol ate, more devoid of riches. 
On the other hand, we have two real advantages over our predecessors who have 
wrestled with this problem. As a scientific and engineering community, we 
know more about the Moon and also we can deal more realistically with the 
options in the lunar transportation system. Our guesses are more educated, 
and our confidence level can be higher. 
From the economic point of view, the Moon's most significant attribute is 
its 11 proximity 11 , in terms of gravitational potential, to Earth orbit. Any 
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lunar product can make an immediate impact on the economic equation if it is 
needed in quantity by the STS and if it requires minimal processing.--So far 
we identify two candidates. Simple dirt can be used as radiation shielding 
in a polar orbit space station or for any manned mission beyond low Earth 
orbit. Hundreds of tons of mass are required for such an application. The 
second, and more valuable, potential resource is lunar oxygen for fuel. 
Production of oxygen from rocks could double or triple the payload capacity 
of the Shuttle fleet (3) and make a profit from the lunar operation. Other, 
more subtle, options surely will appear as we have the opportunity to learn 
more about the Moon and as we actually can pay people to think about the 
problem! 
Why are we talking about a lunar base now? NASA, as part of its 
responsibility for input to space policy must determine the scope, the 
advantages, and the difficulties of the lunar option in anticipation of 
important decision processes in the early 90's. NASA can utilize a modest, 
long term program of lunar research and analysis to provide disparate 
activities in science and in engineering and in technology development with a 
common vision and a new excitement. The vision is important to us all; the 
time for it is now. 
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WAS THE EARLY EARTH'S GEOLOGY SIMILAR TO MODERN VENUS? 
Paul Morgan, Lunar and Planetary Institute, 33~3 NASA Road One, 
Houston, TX 77~58. 
In our solar system the planet most similar to the Earth is 
Venus, our sister planet, approximately 5% smaller than the 
Earth in both size and mass. The atmosphere of Venus is so 
dense, however, that living on the surface of Venus would be 
like living three thousand feet beneath the sea on Earth, and 
solar panels would be unnecessary on Venus as much of the Sun's 
energy received by Venus is trapped by its atmosphere, giving a 
surface temperature of almost nine hundred degrees Farenheit. 
To geologists, however, the atmospheric differences between 
Earth and Venus are perhaps not so profound as the differences 
in the surface form of the two planets. Dense clouds of 
sulfuric acid hide the surface of Venus from view by telescope, 
and we have only a few pictures taken on the surface of Venus by 
Soviet landers and beamed back to Earth before the instruments 
failed in the intense Venus heat. However, sophisticated radar 
systems beamed from Earth and from the orbiting satellite of the 
Pioneer Venus mapping mission, have given a fuzzy picture of the 
topography of over nine-tenths of the surface of Venus. Unlike 
the modern Earth, which is clearly divided into high areas (the 
continents) and low areas (the oceans), most of Venus appears to 
form a gently undulating terrain with very broad hills rising 
some ten thousand feet from the floors of broad basins over 
distances of a thousand miles or more. On the crests of some of 
these hills the radar outlines shapes, identified as huge 
volcanoes, which add as much as six and a half thousand feet 
more to the topography. In only one area of Venus, Ishtar 
Terra, does the topography rise above the elevation of these 
volcanoes, and the highest peak in this region rises 
dramatically another t~enty three thousand feet. This is the 
only area of Venus, comprising just a few percent of the mapped 
surface of the planet, that can tentatively be identified as a 
continent. The remainder of the planet appears to be a 
primitive landform, being neither continent nor ocean. 
The importance of these different terrains is more than 
skin deep. In all but geological meanings, the term oceanic has 
no meaning on Venus as the atmosphere is far too hot for any 
water to exist in a liquid state on the surface of the planet. 
Geologically, however, the oceans would be fundamentally 
different from the continents, even if they contained no water, 
as they are areas where the crust of the Earth is thin, and 
through which most of the internal heat from the Earth escapes. 
This crust can be created and destroyed as the oceans open and 
close, and at its oldest, the crust is geologically young, less 
than two hundred million years old, compared to the continents, 
portions of which have been dated at almost four billion years 
old. The processes of formation and destruction of the oceanic 
crust are related to mountain building and rejuvination of the 
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continents which prevents them from being eroded down to sea 
level. The segregation of both continents and oceans is a 
fundamental part of the internal geological processes within the 
modern Earth. If Venus is our close sister, however, why do not 
the same processes function? 
Internal heat from Venus appears to be lost through 
essentially stationary hot spots in its crust, rather than in 
the formation of oceanic crust as on Earth. This process takes 
place on a small scale on Earth, the island of Hawaii and the 
plateaus of East Africa being two examples. In these hot spots 
the rock is hot, and expands, forming the broad hills of Venus. 
On some of these hills volcanoes form, adding height to the 
hills. Calculations indicate that heat loss is just as 
efficient by this mechanism as through the Earth's oceanic 
crust, but that continental crust would be formed at a much 
slower rate; hence the sparcity of continents on Venus. Now 
the question is reversed: If hot spots work so well on Venus, 
why are they of so minor importance on Earth? 
The answer to this question is that although both hot spots 
and the formation of oceanic crust are both viable geological 
mechanisms for the Earth, once oceanic crust formation has 
started, its effects will spread out and mask hot spot effects. 
If there was a period during the history of the Earth before 
oceanic crust formation had started, however, hot spots would 
have been the dominating geological process, and the Earth's 
topography would have been more like modern Venus than the 
modern Earth. It is possible that the earliest period of the 
Earth's history recorded in rocks at the surface, the Archean 
period, which extends from the oldest dated rocks at three 
billion, nine hundred million years ago to two thousand five 
hundred and fifty million years ago, may have been a time of 
terrestrial hot spots. · 
Several geological features about Archean rocks are not 
easily explained by the modern geological processes dominated by 
oceanic crust formation. Slices of the ocean floor, and rocks 
which have been subjected to great pressures at low 
temperatures, both of which are found in modern mountain belts, 
have not been observed in Archean rocks. Mixtures of 
continental (granitic) and oceanic (basaltic) rocks are common 
in the Archean, but do not occur in the same form in younger 
rocks. Higher melting temperature volcanic rocks (komatiites) 
are relatively common in the Archean, but very rare in later 
rocks. The detailed chemistry of Archean rocks is different 
from that of younger rocks, and there is evidence that the 
continental crust was formed only slowly in the Archean, 
followed by a period of very rapid growth before establishing 
the modern system of oceans and continents. None of these 
features can be easily explained by modern geological processes 
on Earth, but fit well with the hot spot model of Venus. 
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It appears, therefore, that modern Venus may be 
geologically similar to the early Earth. In the hot spot system 
there is little or no destruction of crust, and hence the 
absence of the mountain belt type rocks in the Archean. The 
mixture of continental and oceanic rocks represents the crests 
of the ancient hot spots, where both types of crust are formed 
in a stationary system in the same place. Heat is concentrated 
in the hot spots which yields the high temperature Archean 
volcanic rocks, and as the hot spot system is not very efficient 
at forming continental crust, there is relatively little crust 
of this age. The rapid period of continental growth at the end 
of the Archean is thought to be the transition between hot spots 
and the modern terrestrial geological processes. 
The atmosphere of the early Earth would probably have been 
rather inhospitable to man, although probably mild compared to 
the modern Venus atmosphere. Down on the surface of Earth, 
however, our planet may have looked much more like the modern 
surface of Venus than the present form of our planet. The 
oceans would have filled the basins of this planet without 
continents, and the only land would have been the tops of the 
broad hot spot hills, the larger ones of which were capped with 
massive volcanoes. Much more needs to be learned about the 
early rocks of the Earth, and the details of modern Venus 
geology, but it seems very possible that by taking a journey 
through space to Venus, we may also be making a journey through 
time on the Earth. 
PHOTO CAPTION: Was this barren landscape typical of the early 
earth? A panoramic view of the surface of Venus from one of ~1e 
hot spot hills, taken in 1982 by the Soviet Venera 14 lander. 
(Apparent curvature in the skyline of the picture is due to lens 
distortion and is not real. Photo on file at the Lunar and 
Planetary Institute and the Johnson Space Center. Photo 
number S82-28653. 
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THE BEGINNING AND END OF LUNAR MARE VOLCANISM 
Peter H. Schultz, Lunar and Planetary Institute, 3303 NASA Road 1, Houston, 
Texas 77058 (713-486-2174) and Paul D. Spudis, U. S. Geological Survey, 
Flagstaff, AZ 86001 and Dept. of Geology, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 
85281. 
The dark plains of the Moon (the maria) are generally viewed as seas of 
basaltic lava erupted between 3.9AE (billions of years before present) and 3.0 
AE. This view is largely based on measured ages of lunar samples returned 
during the Apollo missions. But because of the few Apollo missions only a very 
small fraction of the erupted lavas were sampled. Consequently, we must rely on 
indirect means to examine whether or not the 11 Age of Volcanism .. on the Moon ever 
extended before 3.9 AE and beyond 3.0 AE. Three techniques are used to test 
this paradigm: first, examination of surface features in photographs that could 
establish relative ages; second, comparison of these features with 
remote-sensing data such as earth-based spectral measurements and Apollo-orbital 
geochemical data; and third, careful examination of small pieces trapped in 
impact-assembled rocks called breccias. A revised picture of the Moon begins to 
emerge. Instead of basaltic mare volcanism beginning around 3.9 AE, the 
evidence now shows that it began as early as 4.3 AE. Instead of this volcanism 
ending around 3.0 AE, it appears to have had last-gasp eruptions covering more 
than 10,000 km2 as recently as 1.0 AE, comparable to the age of Copernicus 
crater. 
We first consider the growing evidence for very ancient volcanism. The 
Apollo 16 mission landed on a light-colored plains region, a site selected 
partly on a pre-mission hypothesis that these plains were volcanic in origin. 
But analysis of the returned samples showed that the origin of this material was 
not volcanic; rather, it was impact derived. This result led to the 
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generalization that the lunar highlands was largely composed of an 
impact-battered early crust. But several years ago, the present authors 
recognized numerous small impact craters (1-10 km in diameter) that had 
excavated dark materials from depth and deposited them around their rims. The 
dark color and corresponding Apollo geochemical data indicated to us that dark 
mare-like lava flows may be buried beneath the lighter colored impact rubble in 
certain lunar regions. A global survey for such dark-haloed craters revealed a 
widespread occurrence with concentrations in light-colored plains filling old 
impact basins. Thus, the pre-mission view of the Apollo 16 landing site did 
have validity but with two problems. First, the hypothesis turned out not to be 
applicable to that particular site. Second, highland volcanic flows were not on 
the surface, but were buried beneath a long build-up of impact rubble. 
Since that initial study, several research efforts have attempted to verify 
or refute this interpretation. Earth-based spectral studies by Hawke and Bell 
(to be presented at this conference) have shown that the dark haloes around 
small impact craters at several locations are indeed composed of material 
similar to the mare basalts. Further analyses of the geochemical data from the 
orbiting Apollo experiments also have confirmed that highland regions with 
dark-haloed impact craters typically have signatures resembling the maria (for 
example, see Spudis and Schultz, this conference). Finally, recent analysis of 
a fragment within a lunar breccia (impact-assembled rock) by Taylor et ~· 
(this conference) has shown ~hat lunar mare basaltic volcanism extended back to 
about 4.3 AE. 
Thus we conclude that the dark lunar "seas" represent only the most recent 
expression of basaltic volcanism. The Moon did not ~steriously begin erupting 
mare basalts at 3.9 AE, but continuously erupted such lavas from as early as 4.3 
AE. Most of this early record has been hidden by the incessant bombardment by 
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asteroids and comets at a rate thousands of times greater than today. We 
conservatively estimate that this hidden record exceeds 750,000 km2 in area, 
or 12t of the area covered by the dark maria produced after the Imbrium basin 
impact. 
When did this epoch of volcanism end? Two pieces of evidence provide a 
clue. First, it is known that the bright rays emanating from craters gradually 
disappear with time and that the bright rays of small craters disappear more 
rapidly than rays of large craters. Before the Apollo missions, H. Moore 
(U. S. G. S., Menlo Park) noted from earth-based telescopic views that dark 
material appeared to cover the ray pattern of a 20km-diameter crater named 
Lichtenberg. But not until the Lunar Orbiter and Apollo missions could we be 
certain that this dark material was a lava flow and that the asymmetry in the 
bright-ray pattern was not due to an unusual impact configuration (e. g., an 
oblique impact or an impact at the contact of two geologic units). The 
implications of this early observation have been generally ignored or forgotten. 
It can be estimated that the bright-ray system around a 20 km-diameter crater 
should have disappeared after about 0.9 AE; therefore, the lavas should be of 
comparable or later in age. For an independent estimate, we examined specially 
processed Apollo photography of this region (the sun is only a few degrees above 
the horizon and the standard products could not be used). The number of impact 
craters in a given area produced since the eruption of this lava was found to be 
extremely low. The derived crater counts were then compared with counts at the 
Apollo landing sites and at regions previously studied by other researchers. 
Such comparisons showed that our technique and observations were entirely 
consistent for the same lunar regions. But, the lava flow covering the bright 
rays of Lichtenberg and several other lava flows in Oceanus Procellarum and Mare 
SmYthii were clearly younger. 
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The absolute ages of Copernicus (0.85 AE) and Tycho (0.096 AE), based on 
data from lunar samples, provide calibration for the absolute ages of these 
young lavas. We find again that the youngest lavas are about the same age as 
Copernicus. Although other global surveys have previously suggested that 
limited eruptions of mare-type lavas occurred as recently as 1.7 AE - 2.0 AE, 
our results indicate that volcanic activity has been even more recent. 
Moreover, these eruptions were more than trivial: they resulted in lavas 
covering a combined area over 10,000 km2• 
Thus, we conclude that the "Age of Volcanism'' producing the lunar maria was 
not as short lived as previously believed. Mare volcanism was active before and 
during the formation of the last major impact basins and continued to times 
comparable to the formation of the major bright-rayed craters (1.0 AE). As a 
result certain geochemical and geophysical models may have to be revised. These 
results and implications will be detailed in a paper to be published in Nature 
in mid-March. 
TI-E OLDEST MARE-TYPE BASALTS ON TI-E MOON 
L.A. Taylor, Dept. of Geological Sciences, Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996. 
Telephone: (615) 974-2366 
The idea of volcanism, to most people, conjurs up images of Mount St. Helens or 
the Hawaiian volcanoes in a raw display of nature's power. Man's relationship to 
volcanism, in this view, is typified by the fate of Pompei some 2000 years ago - death 
and destruction. However, earth and planetary scientists view volcanism in an entirely 
different light. The creation of planetary crusts occurs largely through volcanic 
processes. These same processes result in differentiation of primitive planetary 
material to form internally distinct shells, such as those that characterize the Earth. 
As long as volcanism continues, a planet can be thought of as "alive" and evolving -
death ensues when volcanism ceases. Because the lava which forms volcanic rocks 
arises through the partial melting of a planet's interior, volcanic rocks provide 
valuable information about planetary interiors not otherwise available - their age, 
chemical composition, and even their mineralogical constitution. 
The return of the Apollo samples has proven to be of immense scientific value 
for our understanding of the moon. The moon, although now dead, was once very much 
alive, as shown by the record of volcanic and other igneous rocks returned. With these 
samples, scientists have been abie to study the evolution of this 'dead' planet by the 
records left frozen in its rocks. They have determined compositions and ages of 
various portions of the moon. A general scenario for lunar evolution has been 
developed largely as a result of these scientific endeavors. 
Although the question of the origin of the moon is still in question, there is 
agreement that the moon was born approximately 4.6 billion years ago. At this time it 
was largely molten, and cooling and crystallization of the early lunar crust began. 
Many of the first formed minerals floated to the surface of the molten planet and 
formed a scum of mineral and rock material which became aggregated into masses 
which have been referred to as rockbergs, floating in a sea of magma. Within the first 
200 million years (up to 4.4 By), solidification was largely complete. Major meteorite 
impacting events dominated the cosmetic surgery of the surface of the moon. By 
various dating techniques, it has been estimated that the time of major cataclysm of 
the moon, that is, greatest flux of large meteorites was at about 4.1 - 4.0 billion years 
ago, approximately one-half billion years after the moon's birth. The record of these 
events is preserved mainly in the lunar highlands, the light-colored areas that form 
most of the moon's surface. 
Subsequently, many of the large basins formed by these impacting events were 
gradually filled with volcanic extrusions. These 'mare' (seas) form the dark areas on 
the moon's surface, which contrast sharply with the lighter-colored highlands. The 
mare are the most prominent feature of the moon's surface, and are easily visible from 
Earth. The dark-colored volcanic rock that forms the lunar mare is called basalt. 
Lunar basalts are similar to the basalt that forms the Hawaiian Islands, but include 
many characteristics that are unique to lunar compositions. The rocks in the mare 
basalt region of the moon have ages which range from the oldest at 3.9 billion years to 
the youngest of about 3.2. It is at this latter time that most of the igneous activity of 
the moon was arrested. In the dating of the mare basalts of 3.2 - 3.9 billion years, 
Larry Nyquist and co-workers of JSC, as well as others, continue to find Rb and Sr 
isotopic systematics which point to an earlier age for the origin of the mare basalt 
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source region. However, no direct evidence has been found prior to this for more-type 
basalts older than about 3.9 billion years old. 
Recently, the research group from the University of Tennessee led by Dr. Lorry 
Taylor has been examining breccias of ancient rocks from Apollo 14. These breccias 
consist of fragments of pre-existing rock held together by a cement and were formed 
by meteorites breaking and smashing up other rocks. Therefore, one breccia in reality 
con contain samples of many pre-existing rocks. Some of these Apollo 14 rocks hove 
been cut apart at the Planetary Materials Curatorial Facility at JSC for examination 
by the Tennessee research group. Several fragments of rock resembling more basalt 
were discovered during one such examination. Indeed, the mineralogy and 
geochemistry of these samples indicate that they ore more-type basalts. The details 
of their geochemistry (performed by Dr. J. C. Lou I of Battelle N. W.) show that, similar 
·to other more basalts, these Apollo 14 basalts come from a source that was different 
from the original, primitive lunar composition. This differentiation of the lunar 
interior is evidence for the early 'magma ocean' stage discussed previously. However, 
what is the absolute age of these basalts? 
Dr. Lorry Nyquist and colleagues at JSC, in collaboration with Taylor's team, 
hove recently examined the Rb and Sr isotopes of these samples. One of these basalts 
has been conclusively doted at 4.23 + 0.05 billion years, making this the oldest more-
type basalt yet found. The source region of this basalt is even older, •• 4.36 billion 
years. 
The establishment of on old dote for this rock brings to question the previously 
mentioned scenario for the evolution of the moon. It would appear that there is a 
probable cause and effect relationship between Iorge meteorite impacting events and 
the extrusion of basaltic lava. The trouno from the impacting events eventually leads 
to on instability at depth within the moon. A magma chamber may result whereby the 
fluid magma will attempt to reach a lower pressure environment and ultimately seek 
the surface of the moon for its extrusion as lava. It is possible that early (i.e., 4.4 -4.3 
By) impacting events caused the thermal instability that resulted in the ultimate 
extrusion of basaltic magma into existing craters or basins. However, the evidence for 
these early basin fillings has been largely obliterated by subsequent additional Iorge 
meteorite impacts, particularly those associated with the 4.1 By cataclysm. 
FOR DETAILS, SEE ABSTRACT ON P. 777 OF LUNAR AND PLANETARY SCIENCE XIV. 
PLANETARY COMPOSITIONS DETERMINED IN THE EARLY SOLAR NEBULA: 
A "PREDESTINATION" SCENARIO. S.R. Taylor, Research School of Earth Sciences, 
Australian National University, PO Box 4, Canberra, A.C.T. 2600, Australia. 
The inner planets (Mercury, Venus, Earth, Moon and Mars) have 
significant differences in chemical composition. These are shown mainly by 
differences in density but also by variations in the relative abundances of 
volatile elements (such as potassium) and refractory elements (such as 
uranium). How do these variations in composition arise? 
The story begins in the Solar Nebula, the disk-shaped mass of dust and 
gas , which became isolated, probably from a larger cloud about 4.6 billion 
years ago. The Solar Nebula was broadly homogeneous in composition, since the 
relative abundances of the non-gaseous elements are similar in the Sun and in 
the most primitive meteorites. However, it was not completely uniform, since 
various anomalies persisted in the abundances of some isotopes, notably 160, 
in meteorites, This observation is a critical piece of evidence, not only 
because it indicates that the nebula was not thoroughly mixed, but also 
because it shows that the nebula must have been cool, not hot. A hot nebula 
would have homogenised the isotopic anomalies. 
The oldest evidence of events in the nebula is preserved in the meteorites. 
Most of the meteorites have ages close to 4.5 billion years. They possess a 
bewildering variety of chemical and mineralogical compositions, indicating 
that a very complex sequence of events occurred at the earliest stages of 
the history of the Solar System. 
The most primitive meteorites (carbonaceous chondrites) are complex 
mixtures of many different minerals, but carry the complete inventory of 
elements (except H, He and the rare gases) which we see in solar spectra . 
They are completely oxidised and have no free metal. Another class (the 
E or enstatite chondrites) preserves the overall element abundance patterns, 
but all the iron has been reduced to metal. 
Other classes of meteorites contain mixtures of metal, sulfide and 
silicate mineral phases. A common class (the ordinary chondrites) show both 
variations in the amount of metal and in the abundances of the volatile 
elements. Thus several processes were occurring. Volatile elements, such 
as the alkalies, were being separated from refractory elements, such as 
uranium, while ~eparate metal, sulfide and silicate phases were being formed . 
Some additional and crucial evidence is provided by a more evolved class 
of meteorites, the basaltic achondrites, in particular, the eucrites. These 
are essentially basalts, formed, like terrestrial basalts at Hawaii, for 
example, by partial melting of silicate mantle in the interior of a planet. 
The eucrite planet was tiny, perhaps 100-200 km in diameter, but it had been 
accreted, melted, forming perhaps a small metallic core, and a rocky mantle, 
from which some basaltic lavas were produced. All this occurred within a 
few million years of the isolation of the Solar Nebula. Although this is a 
complex enough series of events, the material from which the small planet had 
been accumulated had already lost volatile elements. Possibly it did not 
even accrete any metal, for the basalts come from a metal-free mantle. 
Alternatively, as noted above, the metal sank to make a small core. The 
dates for the crystallisation of these basalts is 4.55 billion years so that 
all these events occurred within a few million years of the isolation of the 
Solar Nebula. 
How do we get from those early events to assemble the planets? Clearly 
by about 4.5 billion years ago, a large population of small asteroidal size 
bodies of diverse composition was in existence. Were they the building 
blocks of the planets? Two current hypothesis account for the formation of 
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the planets. One begins with giant gaseous protoplanets collapsing from 
the initial nebula. The second, the so-called planetesimal hypothesis, 
explains the formation of the planets by assembling them from asteroidal-
sized bodies. This process occurs on a much slower time scale than the 
processes of element and mineral separation which occur in the meteorites, 
taking up to 100 million years to assemble an earth-sized planet. In the 
following sections, the consequences for planetary compositions by sweep-up 
of planetesimals are explored. 
The compositions of the inner planets mimic those of meteorites. We 
see variations in the metal to silicate ratios and in volatile/refractory 
element (eg K/U) ratios. The lunar sample data provide crucial evidence in 
this context. The Moon contains little free metal, probably only a tiny 
core, and has a low content of volatile elements (including of course, a 
total lack of water). The bulk earth is likewise somewhat depleted in 
volatile elements (such as potassium) relative to primitive nebula concentr-
ations, but not to such a large extent as the Moon. 
If the Earth, Moon and inner planets were formed by the sweep-up of 
a diverse suite of planetesimals, then various consequences follow. A long-
standing problem concerns the formation of the metallic core of the Earth. 
Did it form after accretion, was the iron reduced from oxidised material 
during accretion of the growing Earth, or was it accreted directly as metal, 
already separated from the silicate which makes up the rocky mantle of the 
Earth? The planetesimal hypothesis predicts the latter scenario. Heating 
due to gravitational and accretional energy remelts the iron, which sinks 
to form the core. In this process, it does not react again with the 
silicates. This explains whyhighabundances of many elements, such as nickel 
and platinum occur in the rocky mantle and crust of the Earth. They are 
derived from unreduced material. If equilibrium melting of the mantle and 
the core had occurred within the Earth, these elements would have finished 
up in the core. 
What are the consequences for the origin of the Moon? Although a 
number of theories seek to derive the Moon from the mantle of the Earth 
(following core separation), there are substantial differences in composition. 
Thus the Moon has more iro~ than the Earths mantle (although much less than 
the bulk Earth, including the core). The Moon is poorer in volatile elements 
(low K/U ratios). However, the oxygen isotope data indicates formation in 
the same part of the Solar Nebula. These similarities and differences can 
be accounted for rather readily by the accretion of differing suites of 
planetesimals, with the Earth collecting more both of the reduced metal 
carrying ones, and the primitive volatile-rich material. 
Among the separate phases found in meteorites are the sulfides, 
commonly seen as segregatio~s in iron meteorites. They melt at lower 
temperatures than the metal and, during accumulation ofthe Earth, would be 
expected to melt and drain into the core. The core is less dense than that 
of pure iron, and requires about 10% of a lighter element to account for the 
lower density. In this scenario, sulfur is the most likely candidate. 
The model in which the inner planets are constructed from a diverse 
suite of planetesimals is thus consistent with much of the available 
observational evidence. The key evidence for the earliest fractionation is 
contained in the meteorites. How does this arise? The separation of metal, 
sulfide and silicate most probably arises by melting in small planetesimals 
up to a few hundred kilometers in diameter (all the meteorite minerals are 
low pressure species and cannot come from large planets). The very large 
number of these bodies and their range in sizes accounts for the diversity 
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of compositions encountered in the meteorites. Some primitive meteorites 
escaped the process altogether. Collisions were frequent as accretion 
proceded with the material reaccumulating into new planetesimals. 
Although we can explain the metal-sulfide-silicate fractionation 
by heating in small bodies, the separation of volatile from refractory 
elements must be due to a different cause. Simple heating is unlikely to 
drive off the volatile elements from condensed bodies, so that their 
depletion must be due to processes occurring when much of the material in 
the nebula was present in a more finely divided state. 
Isotopic evidence indicates that the processes which separated the 
volatile elements occurred very early. The Rb-Sr isotopic information 
from the lunar samples indicates that volatile rubidium was separated from 
refractory strontium at 4.54 billion years, well before accretion of the 
Moon. The meteorite data from the basaltic meteorites likewise indicates 
separation of volatiles very early. Potassium as separated from uranium 
before the accretion of the eucrite parent planetesimal. There is thus a 
reasonable body of evidence suggesting volatile loss occurring within a 
few million years of the isolation of the Solar Nebula. The eucrite 
evidence tells us that volatile loss occurred before the accretion of the 
planetesimals. 
What heating process was available to cause the loss or separation of 
volatile from refractory elements on a fairly large scale? We cannot 
appeal to an initially hot nebula which could segregate elements as it 
cools. No energy source is available to heat the entire nebula, and in any 
event, such a hot nebula would homogenise the isotopic anomalies, as noted 
earlier. Furthermore, the primitive carbonaceous and the enstatite 
meteorites have escaped this process, and possess volatile-refractory 
element ratios similar to those observed in solar spectra. Accordingly, 
the process must be secondary, rather than primary. 
At this point, we turn to the astrophysical observations of young stars. 
These are characterised by local flare-ups and early strong solar winds. 
Such effects may sweep out material from the vicinity of the early Sun. 
However, these events are typical of stars which have just arrived on the 
main sequence, and last only for a few million years at most. If we wish to 
use such mechanisms to provide a heating process to remove the volatile 
elements, then it must operate with very short time scales. In addition, 
enough material must be left behind, probably locked up in small already 
forming planetesimals, to account for the volatile elements observed in 
the inner planets. Accordingly, we can envisage a complex scenario, which 
includes the formation of the Sun,the accretion of small bodies in the 
nebula, sudden solar flare-ups and brief strong solar winds which clear out 
the nebula of gases and di~persed volatile elements from the inner solar 
system. Finally the inner planets accumulate from the heterogenous 
collection of planetesimals which have survived these events. 
The outer reaches of the Solar System were probably little affected by 
these events. The satellites of the outer planets, although some are 
larger than Mercury, are all of rather low density suggesting that free 
metal was not common. The four Galilean satellites of Jupiter have 
densities consistent with varying mixtures of rock and ice (all iron 
probably being oxidised). Apart from the fractionation of water ice in an 
early Jovian nebula (mimicing the Solar Nebula) it is probable that the 
sweep-out of volatiles from the inner Solar System had a minimal effect. 
Thus it may be predicted that the ratios of volatile potassium to refractory 
uranium in the Galilean satellites is much the same as in the primitive 
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meteorites. 
In this account of events in the early Solar System, it appears 
that the composition of the inner planets is mainly due to events occurring 
up to 100 million years before their accretion, in a type of 
"predestination" scenario. 
Poetic insight 400 years ago suggested something similar when 
Ben Johnson (1573-1637) proclaimed, in his play The Alchemist, that 
"it were absurd to think that nature in the Earth bred gold perfect in 
the instant -- something went before. There must be remote matter." 
FILAMENTOUS MICROFOSSILS FROM THE 3.1-3.5 BILLION YEAR OLD 
SWAZILAND SUPERGROUP, BARBERTON MOONTAINLAND, SOUTH AFRICA. Maud M. Walsh 
and Donald R. Lowe, Department of Geology, Louisiana State University, 
Baton Rouge, LA 70803. 
Research underway in the Department of Geology, Louisiana State 
University, has resulted in the discovery of fossils that are among the 
oldest yet known on earth. Ms. Maud Walsh, a graduate student in geology, 
and Professor Donald R. Lowe, funded by a grant from the National Science 
Foundation, have been studying carbon-bearing rocks from the Barberton 
Mountain Land, an area in eastern South Africa that is known to contain 
sedimentary and volcanic rocks between 3.0 and 3.5 billion years old. 
During research for her doctoral dissertation, Ms. Walsh discovered 
carbonaceous filaments, most of which are less than one one-thousandth 
(1/1000) of a millimeter wide and about one one hundreth (1/100) of a 
millimeter long. The size and shape of the filaments, as well as the 
character of the rocks in which they occur, suggest that they represent 
the remains of microorganisms similar to modern photosynthetic blue-green 
bacteria. 
Today these organisms are known to live in colonies that form thin, 
sticky encrusting mats in shallow, extremely quiet marine waters, such as 
protected, intertidal parts of bays and lagoons. They are especially 
common where the salt content of the water is above normal because other 
organisms which feed on them, such as certain types of snails, cannot 
live under highly saline conditions. When the mats are covered by thin 
layers of sand or·mud, such as during storms, the filaments push their 
way back to the surface in order to reach the sunlight, which they need 
for photosynthesis. 
The rocks in South Africa which contain the newly discovered fossils 
also show a fine layering made up of alternating carbon and silica bands. 
These carbonaceous bands may represent fossilized 3.3 to 3.5 billion 
year old bacterial mats. Our studies indicate that the sediments 
accumulated under low energy, shallow water conditions, much the same 
environment as favored by present-day bacterial mats. 
The filaments themselves are simple carbon sheaths. Previously 
reported microfossils from these rocks are all spherical cell-like 
structures. Unfortunately, spherical structures can be formed by a 
wide variety of inorganic processes, and there is a good deal of 
uncertainty as to whether these are of biological origin. Filaments are 
less commonly formed by inorganic processes. The organisms they represent 
were extremely primitive. Organisms are made up of tiny building blocks 
called cells. The cells of most organisms include a nucleus which 
contains DNA and the genet~c code. The organisms which existed 3.4 
billion years ago, which is only about one billion years after the earth 
was formed, were so primitive that the cell nucleus had not yet been 
acquired; the cell essentially consited of a carbon wall containing a 
mixture of cytoplasm, genetic material, and other matter, but not well 
ordered as in more advance plants and animals. 
Until about the 1950's, it was generally thought that the earth's 
fossil record extended back only 500 to 600 million years. It is in 
rocks of about this age that the oldest abundant remains of most major 
groups of organisms. However, in the 1950's, impressions of soft-
bodied animals resenbling jellyfish, sand-dollars and worms were 
discovered in rocks over 650 million years old in Australia. Later, 
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beautifully preserved carbon microfossils, including both filaments and 
speroids, were discovered in rocks about 2 billion years old in Canada. 
The rocks of the Barberton Mountain Land, South Africa, have held great 
promise as a site for even older fossils because they have not been 
severely affected by heating or squeezing, which may destroy delicate 
fossils. The rocks contain a wide variety of carbonaceous sediments. The 
carbon has been chemically analyzed and is similar to carbon compounds 
produced by living organisms. 
If these filament do prove to be of organic origin, it will indicate 
that life was well-established on earth only about 1.1 billion years after 
it formed and within 600 million years after cessation of major meteor 
bo~bardment. If they represent blue-green bacteria, then the process of 
food production by photosynthesis had probably evolved before 3.5 billion 
years ago. Since photosynthesis produces oxygen, the formation of the 
modern oxygen-rich atmosphere, which was not completed until about 1.5 
billion years ago, may have actually begun 2 billion years earlier. 
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